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This report is the first in a series that explores higher education’s responsibili-

ties within a diverse democracy. Written by members of a National Panel

charged to examine American Commitments: Diversity, Democracy, and Lib-

eral Learning, these reports have been shaped in extensive dialogue over the

past two years with all parts of the higher education community.

Later reports in this series make specific recommendations about goals for

liberal learning in a diverse democracy and about curricular, pedagogical,

and institutional practices that establish diversity as a resource for excellence

in American higher education. This report explores higher education’s role

in fostering the knowledge, principles, and capacities requisite to an inclu-

sive, egalitarian democracy.
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I
n releasing this new edition of The Drama of Diversity and Democracy
(Drama), the Association of American Colleges and Universities invites

higher education to re-engage with one of our most foundational questions:

the role educators can and should play in building civic capacities—knowledge,

skills, commitments, collaborations—for our diverse and globally connected

democracy. How does—and should—higher education help shape the future and

secure the foundations of this nation’s still unfinished experiment with democ-

racy?

Two decades ago, AAC&U launched a far-reaching, multi-project initia-

tive titled “American Commitments: Diversity, Democracy and Liberal

Learning.” Supported by major grants from private foundations and the fed-

eral government, American Commitments was a comprehensive decade-long

effort to help higher education engage diversity as a resource for new ex-

cellence and as a catalyst for deeper understanding of the struggles for jus-

tice that—in 1992 and today—continue in US society. Over time, hundreds

of colleges, universities, and community colleges became involved in the ini-

tiative, working together to bring new voices and communities into the cur-

riculum, make campus life constructively intercultural, and tackle festering

systemic problems in partnership with the wider community.

Drama, published in 1995, was the anchor report for the American Com-

mitments initiative. Its analysis was framed by a distinguished National

Panel of scholars and academic leaders (see page xii), who in turn were richly

informed by two years of dialogue with faculty and leaders from all parts of

higher education. The late Frank Wong, a highly respected and much-loved

scholar then at the University of Redlands, provided initial drafts of the

Panel’s analysis. When he died before the conclusion of the report, it became

my own task—and privilege—as the project director to work with the entire

Panel in completing the text. Drama was followed by three additional Amer-

ican Commitments reports1 that collectively outlined ways of connecting di-

versity and democracy across (1) the overarching goals for liberal education

and college learning; (2) the content of general education and major fields;

and (3) all aspects of campus culture and town–gown relations.

As president of AAC&U, I am very proud of the role this association
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played in helping to make diversity—meaning respectful engagement with

cultures and perspectives very different from one’s own AND the study of

socially enforced inequalities with the goal of expanding equality—an ex-

pected part of a contemporary liberal education. Today, the majority of

AAC&U’s member campuses make the study of diversity—at home and

abroad—an integral part of their degree requirements.2 In doing so, they

build invaluable social capital that the United States sorely needs.

The educational principles, premises, and practices articulated through

American Commitments also became foundational to AAC&U’s subse-

quent work on liberal education and making excellence inclusive, especially

AAC&U’s current signature initiative, Liberal Education and America’s

Promise (LEAP). The LEAP vision for liberal education in the twenty-first

century makes diversity and civic engagement central to its entire concep-

tion of college learning. Engaging with ideas, beliefs and experiences, and

cultural traditions very different from one’s own, the AAC&U community

believes, is a necessary part of any high-quality education, and a new basic

both for success in the workplace and for civic problem-solving in our soci-

ety.

Yet for all the progress Americans have made with diversity in the past

two decades—within higher education and in our still evolving democracy—

we also need to be conscious of the work that has NOT been accomplished

and that still requires both commitment and creativity from educators and

societal leaders alike.

Despite valiant efforts from all parts of our community, American society

has not begun to achieve the equitable access to college—much less equitable

completion of college degrees—that AAC&U leaders envisioned when we

first created American Commitments. Our campuses value diversity and

the majority of them are far more inclusive than they were a generation ago.

But large parts of our society still remain far outside the gates when it comes

to meaningful educational opportunity and access to prosperity.

Moreover, the social opportunity and mobility that Americans have long

taken for granted as intrinsic and admirable features of our society have

slowed dramatically in recent years. With the top 1 percent of Americans

controlling more than 40 percent of the nation’s wealth, and with economic

growth seemingly stalled, the quest to create a truly equitable democracy

seems more challenging than ever.

And, regrettably, we still remain very far indeed from achieving the goal—

heralded and promoted across all parts of the American Commitments ini-

tiative—of making the connections between diversity and democracy an ex-

pected and integral part of the college curriculum. Even as we have

advanced the scholarly study of diversity and the use of intergroup peda-

gogies—formal and informal—democracy itself has fallen out of higher edu-

cation’s core curriculum altogether.
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AAC&U’s goal for American Commitments was to ensure that college

students—all college students—graduated both prepared and inspired to take

active responsibility for building a more just, equitable, and inclusive democ-

racy. But twenty years later, civic learning remains optional within the cur-

riculum; diversity studies continue to assume core democratic principles

without, for the most part, actually examining those principles; and—even

as democratic movements and quests build strength around the world—

democracy in any form is rarely part of the core curriculum at all.

Was democracy ever part of the standard college curriculum? In fact, it

was. Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, faculty members

across higher education developed required courses—originally concerned

with the problems of democracy and later called “Western Civilization” or

“Western Heritage”—that were intentionally designed to acquaint college

students with the institutions, ideas, principles and contestations that un-

dergirded western democracies and, more broadly, the very idea of a free

and self-governing society.3

By the last quarter of the century, these so-called “Western Civ” courses

were rightly deemed both dated and inadequate: too partial in their vision

for a global era, too exclusionary in the voices and texts they explored.4 But

when higher education turned away from what had been a widely taught

“core course,” we did not create a new and more contemporary design for

engaging students with democracy’s roots, constitutional principles, or foun-

dational and continuing debates, either at home or abroad. Democratic

movements are springing up all across the globe. But there is no expectation

whatsoever that American college students should study these develop-

ments.

Today, our own democracy is riven by profound disagreements on the

meaning and nature of federalism and on basic questions about the intended

constitutional relations between church and state. The struggles over who

belongs and who has meaningful access to opportunity still continue. We

face as our major economic competitor a country—doing very well econom-

ically—that is not a democracy at all. We assume the future of our democ-

racy, of course. But we are not asking the nation’s most highly educated cit-

izens to think about what it will actually take to sustain it. And the core

issues for a democratic republic—questions about the meaning of freedom,

equality, human dignity, human rights, civil rights, justice and injustice—are,

astoundingly, not “core” at all in the college curriculum.

Nor are these topics explored in the high school curriculum, whose text-

books assiduously seek to avoid any topic that might be controversial.

Democracy is, by definition, and has been for all of its history, inherently

controversial.

In 2012, a National Task Force on Civic Learning and Democratic En-

gagement, formed with support from the US Department of Education, will
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release a far-reaching plan for national action to move civic learning from

the periphery to the center of the college curriculum. Titled A Crucible
Moment: College Learning and Democracy’s Future, the Task Force’s report
and recommendations for action build from the good work done to date on

many campuses in such areas as the study of diversity at home and abroad,

service learning, intergroup dialogues, and a few outstanding campus mod-

els for making civic learning expected rather than optional across the cur-

riculum and cocurriculum.

But the core message from this National Task Force on Civic Learning and

Democratic Engagement (on which I sit) is that islands of promising prac-

tice for civic learning in a diverse democracy are far from enough. A demo-

cratic society needs to take democracy seriously. And that means engaging

college learners with democracy’s multiple histories, presences, and futures—

in all the ways that Drama outlined two decades ago.

Diversity and democracy need to be studied—and experienced—in gener-

ative relationship with one another. Neither construct is simple; the mean-

ing of each is both contested and evolving. And yet, the interconnections be-

tween these two constructs provide a fundamental framing for the past,

present, and future of US democracy, and, one may posit, for societies

around the globe.

Drama explored the connections between diversity and democracy more

directly than any other text we know— and so, on this anniversary year, we

have decided to reissue the report and share it again with all AAC&Umem-

bers.

We hope you will find this new edition of Drama thought-provoking and
timely. But even more fundamentally, we hope you will use it as a prompt

to spur new thinking—curricular and cocurricular—about ways to engage all

college students with fundamental questions about the past, present, and fu-

ture of the democratic quest, for all peoples and especially those for whom

the full possibilities of democracy and freedom have yet to be achieved.

CAROLGEARY SCHNEIDER

President, Association of American College and Universities
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T
wenty years have passed since the American Commitments Project of

the Association of American Colleges & Universities was first launched

to explore ways of enriching our democratic traditions as Americans

while simultaneously honoring both the great diversity of communities that con-

stitute the United States and the fact that not all of them have been treated

fairly and equitably. Indeed, I remember that at one of our early listening fo-

rums on “Diversity and Democracy,” our convener, Frank Wong, misheard a

comment made from a distant corner of the room. Frank heard the person utter,

“Democracy is alive,” while the man had really said, “Democracy is a lie.”

Is democracy alive or is it a lie? The answer to this question really depends

on one’s position and privilege in American society. Whether one enjoys the

fruits of our democracy or suffers its pains has everything to do with one’s

social location. Slavery, a series of wars of territorial expansion, and hostile

responses to successive groups of immigrants collectively gave rise to differ-

ential notions of personhood in the United States, notions that in time pro-

duced sharp inequalities. These inequalities are with us still and have re-

sulted in extreme forms of segregation based on class, race, and immigrant

status.

Debates about diversity, democracy, equity, and inclusion continue to roil

American society nearly three years into the term of America’s first African

American president. After President Obama’s election, some popular

rhetoric on television, talk radio, and in print suggested that we were now

becoming a truly post-racial America. Indeed, the election of Obama was

taken by these commentators as proof perfect that we now live in a color-

blind society where those invidious distinctions of the past, based as they

were on color and class, gender and sexuality, region and religion, have all

but disappeared. So let’s move on, pundits said. That conversation is over.1

We have not, of course, entered a period of racial harmony or one in

which Americans come together across various cultural boundaries to solve

significant problems. In fact, one 2010 survey revealed that from 2009 to

2010, there was “a significant increase in the percentage of Americans who

think the country is too divided along racial and ethnic and political lines,
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as well as an increase in those who see the existing amount of intolerance,

prejudice, and discrimination as a serious problem.” Contrary to what the

pundits might have wished, another survey revealed that 41 percent of

Americans say that race relations have not changed as a result of Obama’s

presidency and 22 percent say that they have gotten worse.2 Being aware

that we are still divided along racial/ethnic and cultural lines, however, is

not the same thing as embracing the task of truly confronting our racial lega-

cies and working to remedy continuing inequities and injustices.

Americans are quick to insist that other societies—Germany, for example,

or South Africa—ought to own and face their own legacies of bigotry and

state-sanctioned violence against whole communities. Yet, there is, in fact,

small appetite in our country for probing—or even teaching—about the strug-

gles for full inclusion that fueled the massive Civil Rights and Voting Revo-

lutions of the 1960s and 70s, struggles that still continue in our society.

There are movements—largely unremarked in the popular media—to undo

many of the protections and opportunities that were hard won in that era.

The Drama of Diversity and Democracymakes plain that the debate about

the meaning and application of democratic principles in US society never

ends. The inequalities rooted in our history are with us still, and daily grow-

ing ever more stark. The debate over the meaning of “equality” continues,

and by necessity it is contentious.

The debate is contentious because for a huge fraction of the population

the struggles for recognition, dignity, and full inclusion in US democracy

are ongoing. From the trenches occupied by the poor, by the marginalized,

by the stigmatized, and by a legion of despised immigrant workers who nurse

our children, cook our meals, make our beds, construct our homes, and tend

to our rose gardens, the cries of desperation are there to be heard. The Great

Recession of 2008 only intensified them. As New York University economist

Edward N. Wolff explains, our republic now has one of the most skewed dis-

tributions of financial wealth it has ever seen, much of it experienced in

thoroughly racialized ways.

The top 1 percent of America’s population currently owns 43 percent of

the country’s wealth. If one adds professionals, managers, and small business

owners to this class fraction, who collectively control 50 percent of our coun-

try’s wealth, we are left with a startling fact: a mere 20 percent of the pop-

ulation of the United States control 93 percent of its wealth. The other 80

percent of this country’s population, its vast majority, hold only 7 percent.

And if we disaggregate these numbers even further, the bottom 40 percent

of Americans collectively possess only 0.3 percent of the country’s wealth.3

Distributions of wealth and worth by race and ethnicity show even more

distorted results. Until 2008 Latino and African American households held

as their major financial asset the equity in their homes. Before the crash, in

2007, the median household net worth of whites, including the value of their

home, was $143,600. For African Americans it was $9,300. For Latinos it
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was $9,100. By these measures the average white household in the United

States has fifteen times more wealth than the average Latino or African

American household. If one subtracts the potential wealth African Ameri-

cans and Latinos had as a result of home ownership, the median household

wealth of African Americans is reduced to a mere $500. For Latinos it is

$400. For whites it is $43,600.

The Great Recession of 2008 saw the value of home equity evaporate for

many. Hinojosa, Jacquez, and Cruz recently estimated that between 2007

and 2009 home foreclosures cost African Americans between $71 billion

and $92 billion. Latinos lost between $75 billion and $98 billion. This was

due largely to the fact that African Americans and Latinos were offered ex-

pensive subprime mortgage loans by lenders at rates 2.5 to 3 times higher

than whites. With mortgages they could scarcely afford and higher rates of

unemployment during the downturn of recent years, many African Ameri-

cans and Latinos were left homeless.4

At the very moment accumulated wealth and income inequalities have be-

come most pronounced in America, so too has its diversity. According to

the US Census Bureau 2010 count, the country’s total population now

stands at roughly 310.2 million. Since the original publication of The Drama
of Diversity and Democracy, the most striking transformation of the United

States has been the enormous expansion of the Latino population, fueled by

immigration since 1965, and by high rates of natural reproduction. Latinos

now number 49.6 million individuals, representing 16 percent of the coun-

try’s total population. The growth of the African American population has

not kept pace and in 2010 represented only 12.2 percent of the total, or

roughly 37.8 million persons. Asian Americans number 13.9 million, or 4.5

percent of the country’s total population, while Native Hawaiians and Pacific

Islanders number 3.1 million or 0.1 percent, and Native Americans hover at

2.4 million individuals or 0.8 percent of America’s population.

Demographers predict that over the next forty years the major transfor-

mation of the United States will be a sharp proportional decline of those

who claim white identities and a doubling of the Latino population. In 2010

whites numbered 200.6 million or 64.7 percent of the total; by 2050 they

will represent less than half of the American populace, only 46.3 percent.

Latinos, who now represent 16 percent of the total population, by 2050 will

represent 30.2 percent for a very simple reason: the reproduction rate for

Latinos now is 8.9 births for every death, while for whites the rate is 1.2.

One can already see these transformations in the major cities of the

United States—Los Angeles, San Francisco, Miami, Albuquerque, Boston,

Washington, New York—where what we used to call the “minorities,” when

added together are now the majority or “emerging” majorities. As early as

1995, the majority of children in California public schools were of Latino

origin, a trend that can also be found in Texas, New Mexico, Colorado,
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Florida, and New York. As these students advance through the educational

pipeline into colleges and universities, attempts to integrate our campuses

and educate the next generation of this country’s leaders have surely ad-

vanced, but ever so slowly and certainly not at a pace that might educate

even a talented tenth, much less a majority. The University of California re-

cently released admissions statistics from 1997 to 2007, specifically tracking

race and ethnicity. In 1997, 39,616 freshmen were granted admission. Of

these, 3.8 percent were African American, 14.1 percent were Chi-

cano/Latino, and 0.8 percent were American Indians, with these under-

represented groups totaling 18.6 percent of all admits. Asian Americans con-

stituted 33.0 percent of the total and whites accounted for 40.8 percent.

Persons who were “other” or did not self-identify by race made up the rest.

Ten years later, in 2007, 57,318 freshmen were granted admission. Of

these, 3.6 percent were African American, 18.7 percent were Chi-

cano/Latino, and 0.6 percent were American Indian. The percentage of

these underrepresented students had increased to 22.9 percent of total ad-

mits. Asian Americans represented 35.3 percent of this total and whites ac-

counted for 35.5 percent. While the statistics show that over the course of

these ten years the proportion of American Indians and African Americans

admitted as freshmen into the University of California had fallen, numeri-

cally they increased. American Indians went from 312 in 1997 to 343 in

2007; African Americans went from 1,503 to 2,071.5 The progress to date,

if we can call it that, has been glacial.

What university admission statistics in one of this country’s most diverse

states fail to show are the racially based achievement gaps that start much

earlier in the educational pipeline. As UCLA education professors Armida

Ornelas and Daniel Solórzano tell us, of every one hundred Latinos who en-

roll in elementary school in California, fifty-three will drop out at some point

during K-12. Only forty-seven will graduate from high school and out of

these only twenty-six will pursue some form of postsecondary education;

seventeen will continue in community college and nine to a four-year insti-

tution. Of the seventeen who choose community college, only one will ever

transfer to a four-year institution. Of the twenty-six who pursue postsec-

ondary education, only eight will graduate with baccalaureate degrees. Only

three of these college graduates will enroll in a graduate degree-granting pro-

gram or professional school. And finally, less than one is ever likely to re-

ceive a doctoral degree.6 If one examines similar statistics for African Amer-

icans the results are strikingly alike. Students from both of these groups are

segregated in poor schools, with inadequate resources, few advanced place-

ment courses, and with teachers, administrators, and parents who appear

not to care. Recent national statistics compiled by the Pew Hispanic Center

indicate that our country’s current recession has led more Latino students

in the 18 to 24 age group to enter community colleges because of their poor
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job prospects. In 2009, 39 percent of Latino high school graduates enrolled

in two-year colleges; in 2010, 44 percent enrolled. This one-year spike is

largely due to temporary federal stimulus money earmarked to fund greater

college enrollments and student aid.7

Over the last hundred years the population of the United States has been

radically transformed through the process of immigration. And in this same

period our economy has been equally reshaped—from an agrarian, to an in-

dustrial, and to the knowledge economy we are quickly becoming. The hall-

marks of success in the knowledge economy are telecommunication networks

that allow information, people, money, and products to move rapidly and

seamlessly; an integrated system of innovation that links universities, re-

search laboratories, and governments; and educational institutions that pre-

pare individuals with the skills, values, and creativity to succeed in civic-

minded ways. The challenge at hand is that at the very moment that our

knowledge economy demands far more highly educated workers than are

currently being produced, our institutions of higher education are letting

the fastest growing part of the population fall dramatically behind.

Starting in the mid-1960s, a number of programs were put in place to in-

tegrate colleges and universities. Started as government-mandated Affirma-

tive Action, these programs focused primarily on increasing admissions

numbers, hoping that as the composition of the student body changed, in-

stitutions would eventually reflect more equitably the country’s racial, gen-

der, and ethnic makeup. While admitting more women and minority stu-

dents did slowly change the makeup of institutions, such recruitment and

admissions policies by themselves proved no panacea. College admission did

not guarantee retention, much less graduation, because a large portion of

these students were coming from segregated and underprivileged home en-

vironments, from underperforming schools where college-preparatory cur-

ricula did not exist, and were entering environments in which they were

often stigmatized by the very schemes that accounted for their presence. In-

deed, these problems were frequently falsely dichotomized by antagonists as

a choice between inclusion or achievement: the academy had to choose one

or the other because they were imputed to be incompatible.

A more profound set of tools was needed. A much more complex way of

thinking about the education of our multicultural society had to emerge.

Such theory and practice emerged in the 1990s among educators and busi-

ness leaders concerned about America’s democratic promise and its com-

petitiveness in a globalized world economy. An important shift came in the

work of Daryl G. Smith, of the Claremont Graduate School, in her book pub-

lished by AAC&U, Diversity Works: The Emerging Picture of How Students
Benefit (1997). Employing the language of diversity, Smith moved the de-

bate beyond viewing simple numeric representation of women and minori-

ties as the transformational element that would lead to their retention and
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graduation. As Smith explained, yes, most certainly numeric representation,

which had been the focus of so much previous government intervention and

higher education administration, was necessary and important, but one

could not stop there. One also needed curricular transformation, a campus

culture that affirmed diversity, and a capacious institutional vision that de-

fined what diversity meant to a particular school. Colleges and universities

should continue not only to recruit students, faculty, and staff based on an

institution’s history, on its mission, on its relationship to the surrounding

community and world, but also to expand its representation of women, re-

ligious and sexual minorities, immigrants, and international students.

As the race, gender, class, and sexual representation of the students

changed, and in turn the faculty and staff changed, one had to gradually

transform the curriculum. Drawing on Smith’s theorizing, many options for

curricular transformation were easy to imagine. Classes on the history of the

United States, for example, could not simply have one session on slavery, one

on the urban plight of African Americans in contemporary times and then

hastily conclude that the African American experience had been adequately

woven into the fabric of American history. One needed instead history

courses that put slavery, its transformations, abolition, and its racial and

class legacies at the very core of the course, so structuring all of its readings,

assignments, and grand conclusions. Campuses needed to see their programs

and departments of Native American Studies, Chicano/Latino Studies, and

African and African American Studies as important sites in the university’s

curriculum where counter-narratives of minority experience could be vali-

dated and seen as offering alternative epistemologies for living and learning.

Some schools responded to the need for curricular transformation by totally

supplanting or by augmenting Western Civilization courses to include civi-

lizational texts from India, China, and Mexico, as well as from various van-

tage points, be it from the centers of power or its margins, from women and

men, from poor and rich. The movement for the creation of Ethnic Studies

at many campuses reflected a desire to shatter the disciplinary boundaries

inherited from the late nineteenth-century German university and to orga-

nize knowledge and practice in ways that were more attuned to actual com-

munity problems in need of solutions. Curricular transformation also meant

expanding course offerings to include classes on sexual identities, on

women, on disabilities, on Maya mathematics, on community ethnography,

on the history of our democratic institutions, on our constitution and how

our Bill of Rights had been fought over and forged.

Daryl G. Smith urged the creation of a campus culture that was not only

welcoming of difference but was made more vibrant and catalytic by the pres-

ence of faculty, students, and staff who embodied a host of minority and

majority identities. For some campuses it meant creating multicultural re-

source centers that were active in convening intercultural and interfaith di-
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alogues, that rapidly engaged a campus when acts of racial and sexual vio-

lence occurred, that explored the meanings of identity in personal and pub-

lic life, that offered havens for deliberative and conscientious discussions and

action about the most fractious issues in our contemporary world, and

through such processes, preparing students to exercise their civic rights and

responsibilities as citizens in our democracy. Theme houses, ethnically based

sororities and fraternities, language centers, crisis hot lines, world cuisines

in the cafeteria, education abroad programs, and personally designed pro-

grams of study were but some of the ways campuses tried to make them-

selves more welcoming to their diverse students and faculty. For other

schools this process entailed attempts to erase the sharp line that divides

town and gown, engaging the surrounding communities from which they

mostly drew their students and workforce, to collectively address issues of

mutual concern. Thus, instead of sending students out into the community

only in one direction, the university invited the community in as well, mak-

ing available its resources and personnel, opening its laboratories for Satur-

day high school projects, offering its arts, science, social science, and hu-

manities faculty to school districts to ensure alignment between the high

school and college curricula, creating model schools to serve as direct

pipelines into higher education, and staging forums on the pressing issues

before the electorate at any moment in time. Such attempts had a deliberate

purpose: to naturalize college and university campuses as welcoming com-

munity places in which to imagine and create, to learn and risk, and to ex-

plore the full range of knowledge a liberal arts education offers.

When Smith proposed that colleges and universities needed an institu-

tional vision about what diversity means to them, she probably would have

agreed with the adage, “If you don’t have a map to your destination, you will

never know when you have arrived.” Accordingly, it is imperative for schools

to convene their complex constituencies to craft an aspirational document

that expounds a particular school’s vision of diversity. The process by which

such a statement is drafted must be deliberative—it must engage the presi-

dent and provost, the deans and department chairs, working in unison with

students, faculty, and staff to articulate what specifically diversity means at

a particular place and time, how it will be measured, how it would be nur-

tured and infused into the entire institutional culture. Log onto the web-

sites of colleges and universities across the land and what you will find at

some places are robust statements of what diversity means to a particular

campus. The best of these statements move beyond vaunted platitudes to

particulars, linking the campus to our citizenship in the republic and to our

place in a complex multicultural world.

The language of multiculturalism and diversity in American higher edu-

cation has been with us since the 1980s. It gained renewed vigor in the 1990s

primarily because of the demographic changes wrought by immigration de-
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scribed above. Business leaders want workers who are comfortable with dif-

ference and who understand their own culture and the many others that

dot the globe. They want multilingual not monolingual employees who are

attuned to global markets, to the massive movement of people and ideas, to

the rapid circulation of money, products, and bodies, and who are sensitive

to cultural tastes and distinctions.

The peril of such an understanding of diversity, one that mainly imagines

the place of a campus as a site for the preparation of workers to better op-

erate within a vast multicultural world of commerce and commodities, is that

the specificities of American history evaporate. The problems are no longer

here. They are over there. The past is forgotten. America’s historical

dilemma, riven as it has been by its democratic aspirations of equality and

its persistent inequality born of racism, xenophobia, and religious hatreds,

is all too easily dismissed as something we have moved beyond. This is the

intention of the post-racial rhetoric of our time. The hard won victories en-

acted into law as the result of the Civil Rights movement, which at the mo-

ment are being vigorously contested and peeled back, cutting off opportu-

nity for those that will become the largest groups in our republic, require us

to heed the message we first articulated in The Drama of Diversity and
Democracy. For once a society forgets its history and participates in willful

acts of collective amnesia, it becomes much, much harder for institutions of

higher education to be active participants in preparing our future leaders to

address and ameliorate our social ills.

In the original edition of The Drama of Diversity and Democracy: Higher
Education and American Commitments, we called upon members of the As-

sociation of American Colleges and Universities to commit ourselves to the

aspirations and ideals of the American creed, to a vision of democracy that

is deliberative, inclusive and fair, and that seeks to address the problems of

our day—poverty, racism, hypersegregation, gender inequalities, homopho-

bia, and religious hatreds. Conversations and actions about these topics are

difficult but necessary. At this moment in our national history, colleges and

universities remain one of the few forums for such conversations. Let us en-

gage this task with wisdom and patience, seeking justice and, by so doing, re-

juvenating the promises of our democracy.

RAMÓN A. GUTIÉRREZ,

University of Chicago
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From Many Shores: In the New York Narrows early in the century, transatlantic steamers an-

chored at Quarantine while inspectors and immigration officials boarded to survey the latest ar-

rivals. Most immigrating passengers—those in third and fourth class and steerage—were put on

barges there or at receiving piers upstream, and ferried to the U.S. immigration station at Ellis

Island.

No name is more closely linked with massive American immigration than Ellis Island. For three

decades—1892 to 1924—the greatest human tide in the nation’s history swept through this nar-

row portal in Upper New York Bay. Until its closing in 1954, more than 17 million newcomers

arrived at Ellis Island. Today almost half of all living Americans can trace their heritage to one

or more family members who first stepped onto American soil at Ellis Island.

For 80 percent of the immigrants, the average stay on Ellis Island was only three to five hours.

Twenty percent were detained for either a medical or legal reason. Between 1892 and 1924 only

2 percent—approximately 250,000 people among the many millions processed—were excluded

from admission to the United States.

Until the 1880s, the individual states exercised what little control of immigration was neces-

sary. A vast underpopulated country held open the door to foreigners. Notwithstanding the swell

of Irish immigration in the 1840s and 1850s as a result of the potato famine, the status quo—

state control—remained until the 1870s. But in that decade, as the number of newcomers began

to spiral and the economy contracted, fear and concern about the social and economic effects of

the country’s long-standing open door policy also began to rise. In the 1870s, without catastro-

phe elsewhere contributing, more than 280,000 immigrants a year were streaming into the coun-

try.

America’s open door on immigration was closed. Yielding to constituent demands, successive

Congresses enacted more regulations and restrictions. Not only individuals but percentages of

nationalities were regulated.

(Photo: Ellis Island, 1912. Text reference: The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, Inc.,
Office of Public Affairs.)
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A
t the founding of this nation, proponents and opponents of the new

Constitution engaged in a vigorous debate about the effects of so-

cietal diversity on the new political experiment. Speaking for the

traditional view that successful republics must be small and homogeneous,

the antifederalist Brutus argued, “In a republic, the manners, sentiments,

and interests of the people should be similar. If this be not the case, there

will be a constant clashing of opinions; and the representatives of one part

will be continually striving against those of the other.”

Against this conventional understanding of the prerequisites for a

successful civic republic, the federalists argued that size and its result-

ing heterogeneity would prove a productive force in the vitality of the

new republic. As Hamilton put it, the clash of contending views could

strengthen the quality of public consideration and judgment (1982).

The federalists won the argument and the nation embarked on a path-

breaking experiment in both diversity and republican self-government

(Sunstein 1992).

This historic wager on the civic value of deliberation across difference

led the framers to refuse constitutional proposals that representatives

come to the Congress “instructed” on specific decisions by their re-

spective constituencies. The insights to be gained through processes of

dialogue and debate should not, they insisted, be impeded by prior re-

straints. Madison called for a “yielding and accommodating spirit,” a

willingness to change one’s mind in the context of persuasive discus-

sion. The First Amendment’s protections for free speech both asserted

and sought to ensure the centrality of a vibrant public dialogue in the

life of the young nation (Sunstein 1993).

From the beginning then, the United States cast its lot both with hetero-

geneity as a defining characteristic and with dialogue and deliberation as de-

mocratic resources for the resolution of difference. Yet from the beginning

as well, this historic commitment to a republic of reasoning was constrained

and contradicted by the expectation that in this society founded on partici-

patory citizenship, the citizens participating should be white and male.

The peoples who lived in the rapidly expanding United States were

extraordinarily heterogeneous, culturally and racially. But from East to
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West, the nation’s leaders acted assertively to restrict and control that

diversity. The Naturalization Act of 1790 enabled the extension of cit-

izenship to immigrants, but restricted the privilege to persons who were

white and male. American Indians were removed to special territories. Mex-

ican Americans, following the conquest of their land, were politically and

economically marginalized. The nation nearly sundered in its struggles over

African American slavery and moved rapidly to isolate African Americans

once they were freed. Chinese Americans were denied citizenship and the

right to vote in California, a restraint that became federal law when Congress

passed the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, making the Chinese “aliens ineligi-

ble for citizenship,” and prohibiting nearly all Chinese immigration to the

United States. Additional landholding restrictions were imposed on Japanese

immigrants. By 1924, the Asian Exclusion Act barred all but a trickle of

Asian immigration for permanent residence. The 1924 law remained in place

until 1965 (Takaki 1993).

These legal constraints reflected views in the majority community and,

from the founding until well into the twentieth century, United States his-

torical records abound with racial stigmatizations against non-white groups.

The definition of who counted as white was fluid, first excluding and later

encompassing the Irish, southern and eastern Europeans, and Jews. But the

bias in favor of the United States as primarily a white nation was a constant,

asserted by presidents, governors, editors, scholars, judges and countless or-

dinary citizens. Throughout this period, the white community made un-

remitting efforts, both legal and mob-driven, scientifically rationalized and

emotional, to resist the dangers of racial intermarriage and consequent

“mongrelization.”

By the twentieth century, additional forms of segregation drew new divi-

sions through the diverse communities that comprised the United States. As

southern blacks began to move to northern cities in record numbers, these

cities, through a combination of deliberate legal restraints, federal housing

laws and personal intimidation, created huge neighborhoods that were ex-

clusively African American in their composition. The South, where African

Americans had typically lived side by side with whites, although subordinate

to them, also moved toward new patterns of enforced residential segrega-

tion. As Massey and Denton (1993) observe in a powerful analysis of this

construction of an “American Apartheid,” the forms of twentieth-century

segregation assigned to African Americans were different both in kind and

in intensity from that experienced by other United States ethnic groups:

“Even at the height of immigration from Europe, most Italians, Poles and

Jews lived in neighborhoods where members of their own group did not pre-

dominate…In contrast, after the construction of the black ghetto the vast

majority of blacks were forced to live in neighborhoods that were all black,

yielding an extreme level of social isolation.”
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Higher education is uniquely heir to both these dimensions of American plu-

ralism—the commitment to deliberation across difference as the genius of

our democratic praxis and the continuing costs and consequences of historic

patterns of selective discrimination compounded by racial segregation.

United States colleges and universities from the beginning acknowledged

and embraced a special responsibility to ensure that the nation’s leaders

would be well prepared, intellectually and morally, for their responsibilities

in a republic founded on reasoning. Traditions of free speech and unfettered

inquiry were woven into the very fabric of the American research univer-

sity. Intellectual diversity, dialogue and deliberation constitute distinctive

strengths of American higher education.

Yet the color lines that divided United States communities for most of its

history bounded college campuses as well. Into the 1960s, the nation’s system

of higher education was de facto almost completely racially segregated, basi-
cally either all-white or all-black with at best a 1 to 2 percent variation at

some major institutions. Colleges founded to serve the African American

community were at least 99 percent black, and it was the rare majority col-

lege that was less than 97 percent white. Overall, minority participation in

higher education was strikingly limited. As late as the fall of 1970, nearly 87

percent of college students in the United States were white. Nine percent

were black and the combined total of Asian Americans, American Indians,

and others was a mere 2.2 percent (Karen 1991). The curriculum at major-

ity institutions was as “white” as the student body. Few courses and no core

curricula challenged students to confront and explore the inherent contra-

dictions between the nation’s aspirations to human worth and dignity for all

people and the persistence of its divisions and hierarchies.

From the mid-1960s on, however, leaders in the higher education com-

munity sought to alter these inheritances. Simultaneously inspired by the

civil rights movement and alarmed by the 1960s ghetto rebellions and the

aftermath of the Martin Luther King assassination, campus leaders made

a new commitment to the expansion of both equality and opportunity and

to the dismantling of systemic discrimination against any group. The

women’s movement which emerged at the end of the 1960s adopted much

of the civil rights movement’s language and vision of inclusion, adding a

new dynamic of commitment and energy to campus leadership for access

and equity.

These efforts, reinforced by dramatic alterations in immigration patterns

since 1965, have begun to change the color of higher education. Today,

nearly one quarter of those participating in higher education are persons of

color. Campuses located in states experiencing high levels of immigration

have seen diversity increase exponentially. Others, especially in the heart-

land states, have had to work much harder to change the racial and ethnic

composition of their student bodies. But almost all campuses now see edu-

cation of a diverse citizenry as integral to their missions of public leadership

and service.
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The curriculum is changing too. Notwithstanding the vigorously ex-

pressed doubts of many traditionally educated faculty members and

public leaders, scholars have made extraordinary progress in recovering

histories and legacies once deemed irrelevant to higher learning. Hun-

dreds of colleges and universities are now seeking ways to change course

content and requirements so that the curriculum includes the myriad

forms of American diversity. Some of them are also asking students to

study the very legacies of hierarchy and exclusion that used to leave

most of humankind out of the curriculum.

This record of progress notwithstanding, success in extending par-

ticipation in higher education across communities of color remains un-

even. African Americans constitute 12.3 percent of the population but

only 8.7 percent of college students and 5.7 percent of college graduates.

Hispanics, who comprise 7.7 percent of the population, make up 4.9 per-

cent of higher education students and 2.7 percent of graduates (Justiz,

Wilson, and Björk 1994). Hispanic rates of participation and attainment

have been declining rather than improving, and Mexican Americans in

particular are severely underrepresented among those enrolled in

higher education. American Indians have increased their participation

at all levels of higher education but experience significant problems with

retention. American citizens of Asian, Indian, Chinese, Filipino, Japan-

ese, and Korean heritage have higher-than-average percentages of both

high school and college graduation. But members of more recent Asian

immigrant groups—for example, the Cambodians, Hmong, and Lao-

tians—have educational profiles that resemble those of African Ameri-

cans and American Indians (O’Brien 1995).

The perception of uneven participation is strengthened when we look

at the question of where students of color have enrolled. Proportion-

ately, their participation in community colleges is about the same as

their participation in the population as a whole. But students of color

constitute only 15 percent of enrollments in four year institutions, still

a significant degree of underrepresentation.

Those who are unhappy with the magnitude and direction of change

on campus and in society have attacked “diversity” as a spurious and

even meaningless goal for higher education. It is important to remem-

ber that in higher education, the term “diversity” references a complex

set of efforts to uproot the sources and legacies of a long history of so-

cietal hierarchy and educational apartheid. The academy is far from fin-

ished with this task.
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United States colleges and universities are currently working on four dis-

tinct although interrelated dimensions of diversity, observes Daryl Smith of

the Claremont Graduate School. “Representation” focuses on the absence of

particular groups from the campus community and seeks ways to increase

their numbers. “Campus Climate” recognizes the integral connections be-

tween institutional environment and educational attainment and seeks to

change those aspects of campus climate that prove chilly for particular

groups of students, whether members of designated groups, women, or the

so-called “non-traditional” adults who are fast becoming a new majority in

higher education. “Educational Mission” signals the realization that all stu-

dents benefit from an education that fosters knowledge and competence for

a multiracial, multiethnic, multiperspectival and gendered world. “Trans-

formation” connects all the other dimensions of diversity in a fundamental

reconsideration of the academy’s organizing assumptions—societal, intellec-

tual, educational and institutional (Smith 1995).

When the Association of American Colleges and Universities launched a

national diversity initiative in 1993, our focus was on educational mission

in its largest societal context: fostering social learning about United States

diversity in relation to the nation’s democratic aspiration and values. We

titled this initiative American Commitments: Diversity, Democracy, and Lib-

eral Learning, and began a broad effort both to describe the knowledge par-

ticipants need in this diverse democracy and to identify effective ways of fos-

tering this learning in goals for liberal education and the curriculum, in

institutional life and campus ethos, and in the classroom practices that com-

prise teaching and learning.

Over time we have come to see that the dialogue in which we are engaged

is indeed, as Smith’s analysis suggests, transformational. Our focus on links

between this nation’s diversity and its democratic values has pointed the

American Commitments initiative inexorably toward unresolved issues that

cut across campus and society: issues of communities and community; issues

of the terms and tensions that frame connection among members of a

democracy who, historically, have not been equal.

Framing the question this way, those participating in the American

Commitments initiative have grown increasingly uncomfortable with

the individualistic assumptions that permeate public discussion of

higher education. Traditionally, the academy has emphasized the ben-

efits of higher learning—both intellectual and economic—to each indi-

vidual learner. But diversity and democracy together press educators

to address the communal dimensions and consequences of higher learn-

ing. By highlighting the social nexus in which all learning occurs, the

linkage between diversity and democratic society challenges us to

think more deeply about what individuals learn from their experience

of campus ethos—and how that learning in turn constrains or enriches

the quality and vitality of American communities.
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HIGHER EDUCATION
AS A TESTING GROUND
FOR AMERICAN PLURALISM

To guide what has become an exploration of both educational and soci-

etal vision, AAC&U formed a distinguished National Panel of scholars and

academic leaders, all significant contributors to contemporary understand-

ings of diversity in higher education and United States society. Members of

the Panel began an extraordinary series of dialogues, in the group as a whole,

in smaller subsets of the Panel, and in discussions with higher education

colleagues at a series of working conferences throughout the country. To

these discussions, Panel members brought their own diversities—societal, ex-

periential, intellectual—not as suppressed background but as the context for

everything they know and value and work for as leaders in higher education.

Panel members also came to the American Commitments initiative ready

to learn from one another; transformational learning has been the great

product of these two years of dialogue and deliberation. Frank Wong, the

deeply respected Panel chair, stood at the moral center of the group’s dia-

logue until his death in the spring of 1995. Wong modeled for everyone else

a paradigmatic process of Madison’s “yielding and accommodating” spirit as

he sought to understand challenges to his initial assumptions, weaving them

into his own contributions to the Panel’s collectively developed view.

Panel members’ analyses of connection and commitment in American so-

ciety, deepened, complicated and reconfigured through two years of inter-

nal and public discussions of several draft reports, culminate in the publi-

cation of the report in this volume and four others in this series. Together,

these National Panel reports provide a comprehensive examination of

higher education’s missions of leadership and service in a society that is di-

verse, divided by legacies of social and gender hierarchy, and yet still em-

barked on a historic wager that democratic dialogue across difference can

lead all participants toward achievement of a just and equitable society.

In presenting these reports, we urge our colleagues to recognize that higher

education faces a distinctive challenge and an extraordinary opportunity at

what we take to be a pivotal moment in the development of United States

pluralism. Educators often assume that higher education’s efforts to become

both diverse and inclusive simply reflect and parallel comparable commit-

ments and progress in the wider society. In fact, however, societal movement

towards inclusion is marked by both progress and striking regression.

Campuses, workplaces, and the military have indeed become increasingly

diverse and newly conscious that inclusion encompasses more than physical

presence. But these institutional changes are occurring in the context of an in-

crease, not a decrease, in the nation’s racial and economic residential segregation.

This means that institutions which are meeting grounds for United States

diversity assume the special responsibility of fostering capacities for and

commitments to pluralism that are often not part of Americans’ neigh-

borhood experience. Attending a college or university may be the first

experience of a notably diverse community many students have had.

Participation in a community drawn from multiple cultures and expe-

riences calls on an inclination to engage and learn across difference that



many students have had no opportunity to achieve. It requires skills that

have not been practiced—or valued.

Two-thirds of Americans now live in those combinations of cities and

their surrounding suburbs that the Bureau of the Census designates as Stan-

dard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. But whether we look at the distribution

of population in these SMSAs as a whole or at the composition of the urban

core within them, the striking demographic trend is the intensification, not

the diminution, of racial residential segregation. Even as the nation’s laws

have pressed Americans toward new forms of equality and connection,

Americans have not only resisted residential integration but compounded

and consolidated earlier twentieth-century patterns of residential segrega-

tion.

In the last quarter century, America’s urban population has undergone the
most dramatic racial recomposition in its entire history. Beginning in the

1970s, the urban core within each of ten major metropolitan areas experi-

enced a precipitous decline in the proportion of its residents that are white.

New York City dropped from 75 percent white in 1970 to 38 percent white

in 1990. San Francisco has gone from 75 percent to 43 percent white while

in Los Angeles, the drop is even greater, from 78 percent to 37 percent.

There is a similar pattern for most major metropolitan areas in the nation.

The whites who leave are moving to “vanilla” suburbs, communities where

persons of color are strikingly underrepresented. Conversely, although per-

sons of color are also moving to the suburbs, the suburbs too are now be-

coming dotted with segregated enclaves (Duster 1995).

As these changes are occurring, the intensity of racial segregation of the

population within the city has been compounding. “In sixteen metropolitan

areas that house one-third of the nation’s black population,” write Massey

and Denton (1993), “racial separation is [now] so intense that it can only

be described as hypersegregation.” Especially for African Americans, pat-

terns of racial residential separation hold at every income level, from the

poorest to the most affluent. When they go home at night, blacks and whites

in America go to entirely separate communities.

Other forms of societal division are also intensifying in the contemporary

United States. As study after study reveals, patterns of economic inequal-

ity—and the class-linked residential separations that mirror these patterns—

are also compounding. The bottom three-fifths of the population are seeing

their share of national income steadily decrease. The middle class feels in-

creasingly pressed and increasingly dislocated. Statistically, it is shrinking.

As the divide between well-off and extremely poor widens, the emergence

of gated and often exclusive residential communities is a widely remarked

social phenomenon.

In this era of increasing segregation and economic disequilibrium, the

nation’s long-standing legacies of racial antagonism are once again in

play. Many see the efforts to reach out through affirmative action to

bring disenfranchised minorities and women into institutions that ex-

cluded them as a crucial key to their own experience of economic
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“squeeze.” Others, including many in communities of color, blame recently

arrived immigrants, both legal and illegal, for closing off their own upward

mobility. As in earlier periods when Americans felt economically threatened

and therefore passed legislation hostile to immigrant groups, the country is

again in the 1990s embarking on a new era of anti-immigrant feeling and

policies.

In sum, as higher education moves forward to affirm and enact a com-

mitment to equality, fairness, and inclusion, it does so in a context of in-

creasing racial and class separations and antagonisms. The contemporary as-

sault on affirmative action in higher education in California has shocked

many educators for its astonishing presumption that in barely thirty years

we have successfully resolved the nation’s centuries of racial, ethnic, and gen-

der contradictions. But this assault, certain to be imitated elsewhere, is symp-

tomatic. Members of the academy who are leading diversity initiatives have

been developing a knowledge of United States history that most of the coun-

try, educated on an abridged curriculum, does not possess. They are as-

serting the value of an engaged pluralism to which many Americans do not

aspire.

In its commitment to diversity, higher education assumes, therefore, both a

distinctive responsibility and a precedent-setting challenge. While other in-

stitutions in the society are also fostering diversity, higher education is

uniquely positioned, by its mission, values, and dedication to learning, to fos-

ter and nourish the habits of heart and mind that Americans need to make

diversity work in daily life. We have an opportunity to help our campuses

experience engagement across difference as a value and a public good.

Our nation’s campuses have become a highly visible stage on which the

most fundamental questions about difference, equality, and community are

being enacted. To this effort, filled with promise and fraught with difficulty,

the academy brings indispensable resources: its commitments to the ad-

vancement of knowledge and its traditions of dialogue and deliberation

across difference as keys to the increase of insight and understanding.

This report and the others in this series describe ways that higher educa-

tion can respond to the challenge of this pivotal moment in the American

drama. Formed as we are by the academy’s strong traditions of intellectual

and social pluralism, higher education faces a rich opportunity to put its

own commitments to knowledge at the nation’s service.

We urge our colleagues to engage the reflections on the American past

and future offered in these pages and draw from them a heightened sense

of responsibility and possibility for our nation’s brave and risky wager that

dialogue across diversity can, in the end, nourish wisdom, understanding

and the increase of justice.

CAROL GEARY SCHNEIDER

Director, The American Commitments Initiative

(1995)
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INTRODUCTION

CAMPUS LEADERSHIP

W
e present this report on behalf of the Association of American

Colleges and Universities. Called together as the National Panel

guiding AAC&U’s American Commitments initiative, we have

spent the past two years in dialogue with all parts of the higher education

community about the academy’s role in educating Americans for the ex-

traordinary heterogeneity of this society.

We emerge from these dialogues persuaded that higher education’s

leadership on diversity issues must centrally, vigorously and reciprocally

engage the public as well as our campuses. Contemporary debates about

diversity have been miscast as “culture wars.” They are more accurately

seen as the latest, but surely not final, chapter in this country’s ongoing

negotiations over the meaning, application and inclusiveness of its de-

mocratic principles. In this contemporary reenactment of struggles that

have occupied this nation since its founding, there is an urgent need for

fuller historical knowledge, for a fresh engagement with both principle

and vision, and for an enlarged description of the capacities and prac-

tices necessary to the vitality of a diverse democracy. Higher education’s

goal, we believe, should be to deepen public and campus knowledge of

United States diversity histories, to reengage with democratic aspira-

tions as a moral compass for intersecting communities, and to recommit

ourselves—as educators and as citizens—to the still-elusive goal of mean-

ingful equality for every American.

As a Panel, we are ourselves a diverse group, embodying individually

and collectively the historic pluralism of American society. Over the

past two years, we have talked, listened, argued, resisted, translated,

synthesized, offended, modified, negotiated, reconceived. Developing

the ideas in this report in small group discussions across the country,

we have encountered the entire spectrum of responses, from enthusi-

astic engagement to angry resistance to honest puzzlement at our emerg-

ing view that diversity marks and tests the core commitments of United

States democracy.

Through all this, we have experienced the educational power of what

we now recommend to you, our colleagues in higher education: a search-

ing and comprehensive period of new learning about United States so-

cietal diversity in the context of United States democratic aspirations

and possibilities.

As colleges and universities have attempted over the past thirty years

to redress campus legacies of societal segregation, they have developed

a conception of diversity that is at once too narrow and too inwardly

focused: diversity as admissions process and faculty hiring; diversity as
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student services, special programs, ethnic centers; diversity as a gradu-

ation requirement that students take at least one course on a world cul-

ture, an American ethnic group, or women anywhere at all. As a com-

munity, the academy has not talked enough about the public purposes that

inform—or follow from—the affirmations of diversity that now guide campus

practice. These institutional conceptions of diversity are proving too

parochial in the face of the uncertainties, contradictions, and fissures that

confront us in the larger society.

It is time for higher education to broaden our horizons and both deepen

and expand the conversation. What learning does diversity signify and why

should it matter to the larger public? Where would a genuine commitment

to recognition and inclusion lead us? How does what happens on campus

contribute to the effectiveness of a diverse democracy?

The timing for a broad-based public dialogue about the education of citi-

zens for a pluralist democracy could not be more propitious. This is a his-

torical moment of profound reexamination of the meaning, purposes, and

quality of our future as a diverse democracy. This is also a period of signif-

icant societal transition, marked by stunning intellectual creativity, con-

tentious debates, and a good deal of confusion.

Higher education has a crucial role to play at this juncture in our national

history. As communities committed to inquiry and to advancing public un-

derstanding of the large societal issues that confront us all, we serve as a na-

tional meeting place, intellectually and physically, for a full exploration of

fundamental issues. Today, this society’s important questions include chal-

lenges variously described as multiculturalism, cultural pluralism, diversity,

societal and economic inequities, racial divisions, social justice. As we write

this report, we see an emerging impulse in the public discourse to turn away

from the human histories and realities behind these terms, to seek refuge in

a remembered time when all the people foregrounded in the story of this

nation were more alike than not.

Against this troubling direction, we urge the higher education commu-

nity to initiate new forums for public learning, to create broad-based, mu-

tually respectful and inclusive community seminars through which Amer-

icans can explore our diversity histories, our civic possibilities, and our

essential interdependence. In these study-dialogues, designed both to ex-

pand knowledge and to revitalize principle, the members of our campus

communities and our neighboring communities should be both students

and teachers. If we do our work well, these efforts can result in a richer un-

derstanding of the kind of society we want to be and a deeper commitment

to the renewal of our civic culture—across the academic community and

throughout our society.



This report is above all a call to our colleges and universities to assert a

new generation of moral and societal leadership, embracing the full range of

challenges that confront American pluralism and American opportunity.

United States colleges and universities serve as privileged social spaces

dedicated to full and unflinching examination of fundamental issues, with-

out regard to vested interests that may attach to one or another outcome.

Both in its commitment to inclusion and in its collaborative search for the

enlargement of understanding, the academy has become a testing ground for

the possibilities of American pluralism. It is now time to make our campuses

a meeting ground, a place where the complexities of the American past, pre-

sent and future are directly confronted and fully explored.

We have reached a moment in our nation’s journey when many public

leaders seem determined to ignore the inequalities that are basic to Ameri-

can diversity histories while others are bent on exploiting the divisions that

result from those histories. The public deserves and the nation needs a more

probing exploration of the issues at stake in the nation’s engagement with

its many forms of human difference. Higher education’s unique mission as

a gathering place for multiple diversities certainly makes us open and vul-

nerable to the conflicts engendered by our current national dialogue. But

our mission to expand human knowledge and capacity also holds us ac-

countable for discovering more productive approaches to the dialogue itself.
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Internment of Japanese Americans: The decision to intern Japanese Americans in camps dur-

ing World War II capped a long history of marginalizing Asian immigrants, especially, but not

only, in the western states. Almost from their first arrival, Chinese immigrants were constrained

by special taxes and restrictions, and plagued with periodic eruptions of racial violence. As non-

whites, Asian immigrants were “aliens,” not eligible for citizenship. The 1882 Chinese Exclusion

Act was followed by other federal restrictions until most Asian immigration was prohibited in

1924. California and many other states passed laws to prevent Japanese immigrants from own-

ing and leasing land. Nearly all western states prohibited marriage between whites and “Negroes,

Mongolians, or Mulattoes.”

After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, John B. Hughes of the Mutual Broadcasting Company as-

serted that Japanese residents in California were engaged in espionage and were controlling food

supplies as part of a master war plan. The Los Angeles Times questioned the loyalty of Ameri-

can-born Japanese, charging that ties to their ancestral homeland were inherited. Patriotic orga-

nizations like the American Legion joined the media’s vitriolic attacks and demanded that all

Japanese with dual citizenship be placed in “concentration camps.” Legion posts in Washington

and Oregon passed resolutions urging the evacuation of all Japanese.

On February 19, 1942, President Roosevelt issued an executive order allowing General John

L. DeWitt to place 110,000 Japanese Americans living on the West Coast in camps.

(Photo: Japanese Americans are taken into the receiving center of an internment camp. Text refer-
ence: A Different Mirror by Ronald Takaki.)
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CHAPTER ONE

HIGHER EDUCATION: A MEETING
GROUND FOR AMERICAN PLURALISM
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Conflicts over diversity and multiculturalism in higher education
are localized symptoms of a broader renegotiation

of full citizenship in the United States.
—Renato Rosaldo

T
he focus we propose for these study-dialogues centers on the integral

connections between American diversities and the future of American

democracy. We offer this framing in the conviction that contemporary

representations of multiculturalism—on campus and in the public sphere—have

been both distorted and dangerously partial. The distortions? The debate over

diversity is frequently presented as the willful separation of different identity

groups from the larger community, the “disuniting of America.” Yet the truth

is that most of those engaged in campus diversity work reject such balkanizing

conceptions and present a far more complex and multifaceted description than

is usually acknowledged of the aspirations and intersections of American plu-

ralisms.

Dangerously partial? On all sides of the diversity debates, participants ap-

peal—more often implicitly than explicitly—to democratic values and princi-

ples that are currently presumed rather than explored. Yet these principles,

like everything else in American life, are evolving, contested, and always sus-

ceptible to the destructive forces of both ignorance and hostility. Those of

us who are educators, working in colleges and universities that take plural-

ism as an organizing principle, tend to assume in our diversity efforts a set

of societal commitments to pluralism that are more vulnerable than we ac-

knowledge.

As higher education fosters campus and public learning about the human

experiences, pain and aspirations behind the language of “difference,” we

must also engage the principles that can guide this society’s commitment to

social justice. A democracy’s commitment to social justice presumes a sense

of community, a shared past, and a robust public dialogue about the great

issues that confront it. As a nation we lack either clarity about or a broad

conversation concerning what we mean by social justice. The lack of gener-

ative and inclusive dialogue on these topics weakens the bonds of connec-

tion and mutuality that are intrinsic to a just and equitable society.

The American dialogue with its own diversity goes to the very heart of

the society’s fundamental questions: What does it mean to be an American?



On all sides of the diversity

debates, participants appeal—
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rather than explored.

What is the meaning of American democracy? How does a commitment to

justice frame our responses to the persistence of unequal power and of large

pockets of political, economic, cultural, and educational disadvantage in this

society?

These are questions of principle with which this society must struggle.

But they are also questions that cannot be adequately addressed unless we

as a citizenry have an accurate understanding of our nation’s long history

with diversity. A generation of scholars has already been at work recovering

a fuller understanding of that history. It is now time for us to engage our

communities and the larger public in the forms of inquiry that have already

inspired many on campus to fundamentally rethink older, ethnocentric,

truncated versions of the American story.

The study-dialogues we propose will challenge widely circulated but

ahistorical, even anti-historical representations of the issues at stake in con-

temporary debates about multiculturalism and diversity in American life.

Some interpreters present the contemporary debate as if the current decade

were the first time in our nation’s history that there is not a consensus about
what it means to be an American. Others imply that there is a single and

obvious national definition of what it means to be an American and that if

only all groups would adopt this definition, the current disturbing debates

about American diversity could subside yet again. And virtually everyone

proceeds in these discussions oblivious to the long American history of fun-

damental disputes over the nature and application of the political, religious

and societal freedoms that we have evolved since our founding. Overlooked

as well are the nation’s resilient traditions of white privilege, religious prej-

udice, recurrent nativism, social Darwinism, Americanization projects, and

persistent homophobia. Yet despite the missed connections between past

and present in United States diversity dialogues, these dimensions of United

States history resonate in our current exchanges. They invisibly shape dif-

ferent participants’ stances within the dialogues—and within the larger so-

ciety.

Failing to connect these parts of our past with contemporary travails over

policy matters—immigration, affirmative action, welfare—that are integrally

related to unsolved issues of social difference and societal marginalization,

the United States as a polity is perpetually surprised and perpetually un-

prepared for each new societal eruption. From the New York Irish-African

American Draft Riots in 1863 to the widespread urban riots a century later,

United States leaders persistently neglect to stay with the larger societal

questions that such conflagrations illuminate, if all too briefly. Failing or

fearing to define as public questions the connections between difference and

inequality, we make too little progress as a nation with answers sufficient to

live by.

The fact is that as a people, we Americans have engaged in a continuous

struggle over who belongs and who is marginalized. For three centuries, we
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have confronted—more as particular questions than as national principles—

issues of inclusion and exclusion, race and prejudice, justice and injustice,

power and marginalization, wealth and poverty. Americans would be better

able to engage the complexities of current diversity debates if we placed

them in the context of what has already been a long, contentious history.

Americans’ discomfort with difference is not simply the product of recent

demographic developments.

The academy has long recognized its dependence on and commitment to

intellectual diversity; our mission statements reaffirm that commitment.

When we discuss diversity in the context of United States histories and

democratic values, however, we are not simply talking about multiple forms

of knowledge or disparate points of view. Rather, we are engaging funda-

mental issues of how we live together and on what terms we form our com-

munalities. In other reports in this series, we address these questions as they

affect the campus directly: goals for learning; the curriculum; the way we

teach; the mission and ethos of the institution.

In this report, by contrast, we identify questions that confront us as a so-

ciety, proposing not answers but issues that Americans need to address and

that our campuses can lead in raising. We do not present these issues as pri-

marily matters of recognizing, valuing or celebrating the nation’s diverse cul-

tural traditions and communities. We believe that there have been too many

celebratory embracings of diversity from our campuses with too little at-

tention to the structures of inequality and disparate power that color United

States perceptions of difference. In this report, therefore, we focus on civic

themes, and on questions about diversity, inequality and connection in

American life. We do so in the conviction that a full engagement with United

States diversities and their history can point us forward, toward new forms

of recognition, reciprocity, and communality.

Our basic message to campus and community is simple but not easy. We

have reached the limits of an earlier conception of American society: mono-

cultural, monochromatic, individualistic. As an older era ends and we strug-

gle with alternative conceptions of the future, leadership is needed, at the

level of principle, at the level of knowledge, at the level of building human

capacities for associated living. The academy, which has already become a

gathering place for American pluralisms, does not have the answer to all

these questions. But it is our mission to raise fundamental questions. It is

time for us to do so.



Women Remake the Public Sphere: In 1854, suffragettes Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B.

Anthony and Ernestine Rose presented petitions with ten thousand signatures seeking woman’s

suffrage and married women’s property rights to the New York state legislature. The action was

a giant step in women’s self-determination.

Whether advocating reforms to end slavery, liberalize women’s property and voting rights, or

change destructive social practices, the women’s movement proved a formidable social force, mo-

bilizing women for social change across racial and class lines. Sojourner Truth electrified audi-

ences and challenged conventional notions of race, class, and domesticity by insisting that black

women be included in discussions about the changing roles of women. “That man over there says

that women need to be helped into carriages and lifted over ditches.…Nobody ever helps me into

carriages or over mud puddles…and ar’nt I a woman?” she asked. Black journalist Ida B. Wells or-

ganized what became an international anti-lynching movement, editing her own newspaper in

Memphis, Tennessee, in which she exposed the economic motives of white violence and urged

black economic resistance.

Absent the right to vote, women fought for change through multiple forms of grassroots orga-

nizing. Settlement houses, clubs like the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, conventions, and

literary vehicles like pamphlets and newspapers allowed women to keep their issues before soci-

ety while also achieving substantial reforms. On August 26, 1920, the Nineteenth Amendment

giving women the right to vote became a part of the United States Constitution, and a major vic-

tory was scored in the quest for self-determination.

(Photo: Suffrage march in Washington, D.C., 1913. Text reference: Born for Liberty by
Sara M. Evans.)
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CHAPTER TWO

DEMOCRACY AND DIVERSITY:
ESSENTIAL CONNECTIONS
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We must focus our attention on the public square—the common good
that undergirds our national and global destinies. The vitality

of any public square ultimately depends on how much
we care about the quality of our lives together.

—Cornel West

O
n what terms can higher education shape inclusive and mutually re-

spectful dialogues about democracy and diversity in America? We can

begin our conversations by exploring the relationship between democ-

racy and diversity as nothing less than a mainstream narrative of American life.

The complex and constantly evolving relationship between these two aspects of

American culture helps us to understand our past, our present dilemmas, and

our future possibilities. When Alexis de Tocqueville noted the peculiar ten-

sion between the ideal of equality and the ideal of liberty in America, he was

expressing, in different language, the peculiar tension between democracy

and diversity. When we ask what it means to be an American in the twenty-first

century, the response must somehow take into account both democracy and di-

versity.

The tensions between democracy and diversity create, we believe, an

obscured, too often forgotten, context for engaging pervasive issues of

difference and inclusion in our country. These tensions can paralyze

and divide, and have done so. But the energy they generate has also dri-

ven us forward, called by dreams, pressed by nightmarish failures,

strengthened by the realization that it is as patriotic to protest against

“the establishment” as it is to defend it. These cornerstone concepts—

our aspiration to democracy, our struggles to come to terms with the

range of American diversity—have continuing resonance today even as

they must be freshly redefined in the context of new self-understand-

ings and realities.

Democracy, here, refers to the ideal that all human beings have equal

value, deserve equal respect, and should be given equal opportunity to

fully participate in the life and direction of the society. Diversity refers

to the variety created in any society (and within any individual) by the

presence of different points of view and ways of making meaning which

generally f low from the inf luence of different cultural and religious

heritages, from the differences in how we socialize women and men,

and from the differences that emerge from class, age, and developed

ability.
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democratic principles

has no moral compass.
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Each of these concepts, in dynamic relationship with the other, en-

riches and ennobles the meaning and value of the other. Either con-

sidered without the other is diminished both in its meaning and its

value. Diversity, at its best, is recognized and respected in human so-

cieties characterized by political freedom, and is not usually respected

where freedom is absent. Democracy in turn depends for its effective-

ness on the fullest possible engagement of all the human talents and

perspectives within a community.

But diversity can also signify unequal access to political, economic,

social, and cultural power. When diversity is characterized by

patterned inequity and persistent marginalization, it is a symptom of

democracy’s failure, a sign of a society’s unwillingness or inability to

confront continuing injustices.

Democracy that does not welcome diversity can degenerate into a to-

talitarian uniformity and an inability to adapt to changing historical

conditions. The decline of coerced and unvarying socialist democracies

around the world has amply illustrated what can happen when the idea

of democracy is separated from the idea of diversity. But diversity

without democracy has no moral compass. In the contemporary world,

democratic values provide a standard—a moral compass—by which a so-

ciety can be held accountable for delivering equal justice.

The world has witnessed many countries with great linguistic, reli-

gious, regional, and social diversity have their claims to democracy se-

verely undermined by the inequalities that caste traditions impose be-

tween their own diverse groups. Our country, too, faces many

contradictions between its ideals and aspirations and its realities.

These contradictions are wounds in the body politic that bleed us as

we continue to ignore them.

Yet United States histories also show us that every generation has

been challenged by a diverse populace to expand the implications of

democracy in the face of contradictions and failures. Despite the widely

held view that United States democratic practices derive from Euro-

pean culture and history, the truth is that our particular interpreta-

tions of democracy have evolved on this soil, through a process of con-

tinuing negotiations between the powerful and those seeking a share

in power. In American history, there has been recurrent insistence that

democratic practice be held accountable to its ideals by a continuing se-

ries of groups: abolitionists, white women, men and women of color,

the economically disadvantaged, religious communities, and gays and

lesbians. Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” is not a vision born

in Europe; it weaves together strands of pain and hope and possibility

in a distinctively American imagination. But as King’s life work re-

minds us, the task of expanding democratic inclusion and equality in

the United States has never moved smoothly forward; progress has

been made by struggle and in the face of strong, sometimes violent, re-

sistance.
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Today the United States is in a new period of societal negotiation, a

period whose outcomes are anything but certain. This period of soci-

etal self-examination begs for elucidation, for intelligent dialogue, for

historical perspective, for willingness to hear all parts of our commu-

nities as we consider the American future. Where better to set and

model higher standards for these explorations than our campuses, com-

munities dedicated by mission to the quest for knowledge, wisdom, and

the expansion of human capacity?



Claiming Democracy: Blacks represented nearly half of the population of Montgomery,

Alabama, when the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., was thrust into the leadership role that

launched the Montgomery Bus Boycott and the Civil Rights Movement. Reared in Atlanta, King

grew up with the injustices of Jim Crow. Southern blacks and whites were segregated in educa-

tion, housing, religion, and most everyday encounters from riding the bus to buying a hamburger.

King recalled being “the angriest I have ever been in life” when as an eleventh grader he was

forced to surrender his bus seat to a white passenger. The incident occurred in a distant Georgia

town where he had just won a prize for his presentation on “The Negro and the Constitution.”

Returning home with his teacher, the two boarded a bus bound for Atlanta which filled up

quickly. The white driver ordered student and teacher to relinquish their seats to white passen-

gers. King refused. “You black son-of-a-bitch!” he was called. King’s teacher advised him to avoid

a confrontation.

Years later in his first speech to the Montgomery boycotters, King forcefully and eloquently

voiced black frustration and black determination. “There comes a time when people get tired,” he

declared. “We are here this evening to say to those who have mistreated us so long that we are

tired—tired of being segregated and humiliated, tired of being kicked about by the brutal feet of

oppression.” Yet the boycotters’ resistance, “must be guided by the deepest principles of our Chris-

tian faith,” King said. “Love must be our regulating ideal.”

(Photo: King addresses a group of Watts district residents in Los Angeles. Text reference:
A Different Mirror by Ronald Takaki.)
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AS HISTORICAL FORCE
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CHAPTER THREE

DEMOCRACY AND
AMERICAN PLURALISM

I cannot repeat too often that [Democracy] is a word the real gist of which still
sleeps, quite unawaken’d, notwithstanding the resonance and the many angry
tempests out of which its syllables have come…It is a great word, whose history,

I suppose, remains unwritten because that history has yet to be enacted.
—Walt Whitman

I
n suggesting that democratic ideas and values provide a moral compass for

our engagement with diversity, we recognize that we propose a contested

standard. The term “democracy,” as this Panel was repeatedly reminded in

our own conversations throughout the country, holds a range of meanings in

the popular culture, not all of them by any means positive. To test this state-

ment, ask a dozen people what comes to mind when they hear the word.

“Democracy” is widely seen as synonymous with politics and government, and

the cynicism that surrounds both is all-pervasive. The negative connotations

that many associate with “democracy” can work effectively to close off diversity

discussions rather than advance them. This is perhaps especially true on cam-

pus, where there is small tolerance for cant and a long memory for the many

ways in which democratic rhetoric becomes attached to jingoistic, self-serving,

or destructive policies.

But the mixed feelings many Americans hold about democracy are part of

our point and part of our summons to the higher education community.

There is a real need in this country to distinguish between democracy’s

mixed record in practice—here and elsewhere—and the possibilities that re-
main inherent in democratic values and commitments. To what else can we

appeal, after all, in the pursuit of recognition and justice for all Americans,

if not to the values that undergird this country’s commitment to equality and

self-determination? One of the ways in which the academy can serve the na-

tion is to disentangle democracy’s multiple meanings and help advance the

habits of public dialogue and deliberation about our public values and pur-

poses that the founders considered basic to the constitution of this republic.

Vaclav Havel (1994) reminds us that those who believe in democracy

need to engage in critical self-examination lest they continue to see it as

“something given, finished, and complete as is, something that can be ex-

ported like cars or television sets, something that the more enlightened

purchase and the less enlightened do not.” The temptation to see democ-

racy as both a given and a national export frequently colors one of the com-

mon meanings of democracy: the assumption that it is a historical force,
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launched on a trajectory toward inevitable world triumph, with the United

States the exemplar for other countries.

This view of democracy as a triumphing world force goes back to our

founding. The birth of the United States of America in the eighteenth cen-

tury was announced as a political experiment unprecedented in Europe. The

intellectual and political ferment inspired by the American and other eigh-

teenth century revolutions produced both new claims and claimants, and

powerful opposition. By the nineteenth century, it seemed to some in

power—and some struggling for power—that democracy was a historical force

that would ultimately reshape all human societies. As monarchies fell and

aristocracies were challenged, sometimes successfully, the political develop-

ments important to Europe-centered observers seemed to suggest that de-

mocratic forces were indeed gaining ascendancy.

In the last portion of the twentieth century, there is again a widespread

view in this country that democracy is in some sense a “given,” that the forces

of democracy have “won” the world-wide struggle for supremacy. But now, as

in the past, there is every reason to recognize that democratic ideas have often

been belied by the practices that accompany them. In the nineteenth century,

democratic ideas were carried around the world, in part, ironically, by im-

perialists whose “democratic” values, when they claimed them, were contra-

dicted by their purposes and tactics. The failures of some nineteenth-century

“democracies” and democratic movements led to totalitarian regimes. These,

too, claimed to be “for the people” while establishing themselves, but in some

cases then set about violently repressing not only dissent but diversity. Geno-

cide of the Jews by the German state that also set out to exterminate Gyp-

sies, gays, and the mentally retarded in the name of national “purity;” Stalin’s

massive campaigns of terror that went far beyond the elimination of outright

dissent; South Africa’s brutal system of apartheid—each appropriated demo-

cratic rhetoric for profoundly inhumane practice.

Toward the end of the twentieth century, in a postcolonial age—after the

most recent waves of the Civil Rights movement, after revolutions of many

kinds around the globe, after the collapse of Communism in the former So-

viet Union and in Eastern Europe and the rise of democratic fervor in

China—it was once again said that democracy will sweep across the world,

liberating peoples and countries of vastly differing heritages. But the world

had hardly finished celebrating moments such as the toppling of the Berlin

Wall when ethnic slaughters began. Students had barely begun their call for

change in Tiananmen Square when tanks brutally repressed them.

What this history suggests is the great fragility of democratic ideals and

the greater vulnerability of openness to diversity, even in societies empow-

ered with self-determination. In the face of this fragility, as Havel contends,

there is a profound need for democratic self-examination, for efforts to un-

derstand and advance the conditions under which democratic and cultural

pluralism can take root. Throughout the world, other countries have em-

barked on their own experiments with democracy. While a few American

specialists are involved in and contributing to these efforts, there has been
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strikingly little dialogue in the United States, either on our campuses or in

the larger public, about the implications of these experiments for United

States democracy. What might we learn from them? What self-knowledge

might Americans gain from the judgments leaders elsewhere are forming

from their comparative study of democracies? How might study of other so-

cieties’ experience interrupt the reigning American assumption that, critical

though we may be of our government and politics, United States democracy

rests on laws of nature that secure its perpetuity?

At a more everyday level, of course, most people do not consciously live in

a world of historical forces. We view democracy in more limited, concrete

terms. For many in this country, democracy is a political system that has

made America the most successful experiment in self-government in the his-

tory of humankind. For others, it is a system that has never been enacted,

and perhaps was never meant to be.

Our early leaders devised a system of checks and balances, a written con-

stitution with an independent judiciary to interpret it. They wrote a bill of

rights intended to prevent governmental authority from encroaching on in-

dividual freedoms and in theory, if too persistently not in practice, designed

to extend equality before the law to all citizens. The system explicitly sepa-

rated church and state in order to allow and protect religious pluralism. It

wove together disparate and unequal communities—the original states—in a

set of relationships carefully designed to deter powerful communities from

tyrannizing weaker communities.

Over time, this country has evolved what Michael Sandel (1982) terms a

“procedural” conception of democracy, one which emphasizes a process that
seeks to protect the liberties of individuals and groups but does not assume

that a particular moral outcome should be advanced by the government. The

role of government is to manage the process and protect the freedoms that

are basic to it, without advocating the interest of one group or another. Like

“the invisible hand” which operates in the free market theory of Adam

Smith, the procedures that define liberal democracy guide an outcome

which, again in theory, secures the greatest freedom and therefore the great-

est good for the greatest number.

In the larger sweep of history, this system has been more durable and more

open than anything that has existed in our time. But for many Americans,

this democratic system has not lived up to its promise of equality. For those

excluded or marginalized, the system has been more notable for its failures,

even its treacheries, than for its successes. For the American Indians of this

country, the system, although technically “legal” in its process, has worked

to usurp their rights and their territory and to undermine their culture. The

framers of the Constitution did not recognize the humanity or the equality

of African Americans; even after their emancipation from slavery, the Four-

teenth Amendment, and the passage of Civil Rights laws, full equality for

African Americans has been elusive if not illusory. For Chinese immigrants

in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, exclusion laws, passed

DEMOCRACY
AS POLITICAL PROCESS:
AN AMBIGUOUS LEGACY
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through a “democratic” process, denied rights of citizenship and normal fam-

ily life. For Japanese children who studied American civics while interned

in a wartime camp, the claims of the democratic system could only appear

as the height of hypocrisy. For Latino Americans, second-class citizenship

has been a common experience throughout their history in the Southwest,

often supported by “democratically” passed legislation. And for women, win-

ning the vote in the early part of this century and gaining legal access to the

process clearly did not provide full political or economic equality.

These refusals in the midst of the national mythology about our free and

open society reveal, among other things, that resistance to “outsiders” is en-

demic to American society as well as to other countries. The changing com-

plexion of this republic has provoked anxiety in every period of our history.

Benjamin Franklin worried that Germans would overrun Pennsylvania. In

the second half of the nineteenth century, the arrival of large numbers of

Irish Catholics and Eastern European Jews fueled nativist fears about the

corruption of the largely Anglo-Protestant body politic. Fear of the “Yellow

Peril” led to the restriction of Chinese and later Japanese immigrants. Today

many U.S. citizens, including leading intellectuals, are uneasy about the im-

migration of Mexicans and people of Central America and the Caribbean.

Arab Americans have also been the target of intense hostility and suspicion.

Our colleges and universities, which once operated with quota systems to

restrict the admission of Jews and openly refused to admit African Ameri-

cans or women of any color, continue today to be caught up in the politics

of the composition of their student bodies. The ambiguous legacy continues.

If some people have been served well by this democratic system and oth-

ers poorly, it is not surprising that some would judge it the best system in

the world and others would feel alienated from it. In a system that is fun-

damentally process-oriented and focused on the protection of individual

rights rather than reciprocal obligations, it is relatively easy to conclude that

if one is treated well by the system, the system is working well. Concomi-

tantly, those who are not treated well must have somehow failed to take ad-

vantage of the system. But for those whose presence in the United States

has largely been resisted or unrecognized, the failures of this democracy to

provide full recognition, equality, and opportunity to all members of the re-

public are a continuing source of pain and anger.

When we juxtapose these differing perceptions of the essential goodness

of the United States system, they underline this Panel’s argument that the

country needs a fundamental and broadly inclusive conversation about the

basic terms of our civic covenants and about different groups’ experiences

of what it means, in practice, to live in the United States. A version of this

conversation is already under way, as citizens who feel economically and

morally disenfranchised have forced a public debate over such issues as the

role of government, religious expression, and the sanctity of life. But the de-

bate is partial as well as rancorous, recognizing specific groups while

silencing and stigmatizing others. The academy, with its fundamental com-

mitments to the role of knowledge and the power of collaborative inquiry,
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needs to model and create the broader study-dialogue, respectful and widely

inclusive, that we see nowhere else.

American democracy is, of course, far more than a political system. We have

evolved in this country an American Creed represented in a cluster of ideas,

institutions, and habits that expresses the essential ideals of democracy: the

dignity and equality of all human beings and their rights to freedom, jus-

tice, opportunity, and self-determination.

In this context, democracy represents an aspirational ideal, a persistent

pressure to widen the application and achievement of “the dignity and equal-

ity of all human beings,” a constant reminder that the principles of the na-

tion have not been fully realized in practice. Gunnar Myrdal (1944) believed

that this set of ideals was an American creed, the unifying element in an

America made up of people from many different foreign origins, many dif-

ferent races, and many different religions. This perception of a “creed” is

deepened by the legacy of American reformers who demanded that the

promises of democracy be fulfilled for those systematically denied the rights of

full participatory citizenship and equality—a legacy that is at work to this day.

While universal democracy has not been attained in American society,

the presence of the ideal as a unifying American creed establishes it both as

a universal aspiration and as a valued goal toward which our democratic sys-

tem should move. That goal was captured by John Dewey (1916) when he

described democracy as the most ethical aspiration conceived by human

communities. The aspiration was unobtainable, he wrote, without a society’s

commitment to a life-long education (in which formal schooling played only

one part) to develop the “capacities for associated living” in a society char-

acterized by complexity and diversity (1927). Those capacities can only be

developed if Americans, as a people, strive to understand one another’s his-

tories, experiences, and aspirations and if we work constantly to develop the

relational skills to live and work in community with one another (1963b).

This framework gives us a different context for a conversation about the

intersections of diversity and democracy. Democratic possibilities become a

national narrative in which all Americans participate—indeed, in which all

have an opportunity and obligation to participate. Americans may have

sharply different opinions about the degree to which democratic values have

been fulfilled (or even intended), but in this context at least, all who live

here are part of the same narrative, linked by thematic threads woven

through the life of the nation.

If the quest for recognition and equality is a unifying narrative in Ameri-

can history, however, we must also recognize that the narrative not only re-

mains unfinished, but, in important respects, has been only partially

sketched. In recent decades, democratic aspirations and values have been pri-
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marily defined in terms of self-determination, popularly elected govern-

ments that protect individual civil and human rights. But as Dewey’s obser-

vations imply (1963b), democracy understood as moral aspiration also im-

plies the important role of communities in providing generative and

supportive contexts for human growth and association.

It is here, in conceptions of community and of connections among com-

munities, that diversity—that is, recognition of diverse communities—moves

into productive tension with inherited conceptions of democracy, prompt-

ing the realization that Americans’ highly individualistic interpretations of

democratic aspiration stand in need of reconsideration and enlargement. In

the twentieth century, public narratives have glorified the rights-bearing in-

dividual, autonomous, unfettered, self-determining. Freedom is popularly

described as the liberty to do as one likes, free of restrictions and subject to

no constraints other than the injunction to “do no harm.” Earlier in this cen-

tury, public movements sought to enlarge the sphere of “civil rights,” with

the federal government viewed as the guarantor of individual rights and

freedoms against unwarranted restrictions or intrusions. More recently, we

see a major effort to reduce the role of the federal government but still with

the goal of increasing individual liberty and autonomy. Both these move-
ments distract attention from community and reciprocal communal obligations
as an integral dimension of human society. Both have the effect of diminishing
conceptions of a public sphere, whether local or national. Benjamin Barber

(1993) has described the results of this diminution as a “sickness of com-

munity” in our society, “its corruption, its rupturing, its fragmentation, its

breakdown; finally, its vanishing and its absence.”

The description of freedom as unfettered liberty and democracy as pri-

marily a process for the protection of rights misses the profound significance

of each individual’s integral grounding in and obligations to particular com-

munities. Barber reminds us of the cost of that omission: “In the absence of

community, there is no learning.…[L]anguage itself is social, the product as

well as the premise of sociability and conversation.” Outside the context of

community, so deeply necessary that without it there is not even language,

there can be only a cacophony of noise.

The fundamental error in the telling of the American democratic narra-

tive is that we have assumed the United States as a singular community,

formed by a contract among autonomous individuals, with cultural differ-

ences among us—in religion, for example—seen as private rather than public

dimensions of life. Those who tell the story this way often insist on univer-

sal subscription to a “common culture”—usually seen as Anglo-American lan-

guage, values, and customs—as a requisite part of the civic contract because

without some conception of shared culture, the bonds of connection among

all these autonomous rights-bearing individuals would be thin indeed.

The reality, however, is that Americans live in multiple cultural and iden-

tity communities, in “circles within circles, and circles placed upon circles,”

as Rennard Strickland (1994) has written. United States society is formed
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through the intersections of these diverse circles. While there are many ten-

sions among Americans’ disparate beliefs and commitments, the United

States has not only survived but prospered as it has, over time, extended the

circle of inclusion to encompass previously marginalized or excluded groups.

Yet misled by an overly individualistic understanding of democratic prin-

ciples and aspirations, we have spent too little time discussing what it means

for a nation to draw on many identity communities, or for an individual to

live a life that constantly crosses boundaries and weaves together webs of

significance from multiple circles—larger and smaller—that may both inter-

sect and contradict. Nor have Americans spent enough time exploring all

the ways in which public life depends on each individual’s sense of obliga-

tions to others, a moral sense shaped inexorably by formative experiences

in particular communities of meaning and identity.

To date, the national conversation about these issues has been at best su-

perficial, at worst dogmatic and punitive. Sometimes it sounds as though na-

tional leaders mean to send all circles unfamiliar to them back to the shores

from which they came. But of course, the diversity of the circles on this con-

tinent is not new; it predates by centuries the founding of the nation. Rather,

we are in a new time, a time when it is no longer possible to imagine that a

nation peopled from all parts of the world does or could subscribe to a sin-

gle, homogeneous cultural heritage.

Confronting the multiplicity of and intersections among our constitutive

communities, we can recognize that our circles both deserve recognition and

offer in themselves traditions of communality, mutuality, and intersection

which are resources for the future of American democracy. Maxine Greene

(1988) reminds us that freedom is always experienced in relation to others.

We are free, not because we are unencumbered, but because of our capacity to

envision and to create forms of society that respect one another’s integrity and

needs, including the needs for recognition, reciprocity, and dignity for each of

the particular communities that define Americans’ most immediate realities.

It is in this context, above all, that new public learning about the inter-

sections of diversity and democracy can make the most important contri-

bution to the nation. As we search for communal understandings of democ-

racy to reframe individualistic ideas that have proved insufficient to the

complexity of American pluralism, the academy can lead the way in turning

to diverse communities of all kinds, already gathered in this country, for in-

sight and wisdom on ways to establish a richer sense of mutuality and com-

munality throughout our society.
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Broken Treaties and the Trail of Tears: As a frontiersman and political leader in Tennessee,

Andrew Jackson led a bloody 1814 war against the Creek that successfully appropriated tribal ter-

ritory for the expansion of the “republick.” Elected president of the United States in 1828, Jack-

son became a major player in the forced removal of American Indian nations from areas that they

held by federal treaties and ancestral inheritance.

Although federal treaties gave authority over the Indians to Congress, Jackson stood back as

Mississippi abolished the sovereignty of the Choctaw Nation and Georgia passed a law extend-

ing state authority over the Cherokee Nation. In 1830, a new federal law provided for Indian re-

moval west of the Mississippi. A treaty was forced on the unwilling Choctaw, and many of them

marched west in a winter journey that felled one-fifth of the company. From 1830 to 1838, the

Cherokee Nation tried unsuccessfully to fight these policies with strong appeals to Washington

and petitions signed by upwards of fifteen thousand Cherokee. As most Cherokee continued to

resist a new “treaty” for their removal, troops were called in to round up the men, women, and

children and place them in internment camps before forcing them on a what became a deadly

winter march westward. The journey west in 1838, called the “Trail of Tears,” took the Chero-

kee from their ancestral lands and fertile farms. Sheltered by little more than what they carried

on their backs or in wagons, one-quarter of the nation perished from cold and disease.

(Photo: “The Trail of Tears” by Robert Lindneux. Text reference: A Different Mirror by Ronald
Takaki.)



When those who have the power to name and to socially construct reality
choose not to see or hear you, whether you are dark-skinned, old,

disabled, female, or speak with a different accent or dialect than theirs,
when someone with the authority of a teacher, say, describes the world
and you are not in it, there is a moment of psychic disequilibrium,

as if you looked into a mirror and saw nothing.
—Adrienne Rich

I
n the effort to rethink and renew the bonds of human connections, the di-

verse cultural—i.e., communal—traditions gathered in this country are a re-

source this society has not yet fully recognized or explored. But the study

of our diversity histories also points us inexorably toward the real and tragic

failures as well as the possibilities of United States democracy. Depending on

where one stands in the social order, diversity thus takes on very different

shapes and hues, some positive but others painful and destructive of the civic

bonds that ought to exist among us. These fault lines and failures punctuate the

drama of diversity and democracy. They need to be examined and fully con-

fronted if United States democracy is to move forward more productive relations

among all the communities within this republic.

The term “diversity,” like “democracy,” holds multiple resonances in the

United States. For many Americans, diversity is experienced primarily and

often intensely as a daily practical challenge. As the country becomes both

more diverse and more self-conscious about its unfinished agendas, Americans

meet at every turn the still unanswered questions about our obligations to and

relations with one another. To survive with a certain equilibrium demands

reflective and nuanced negotiation of conflicts that arise from all forms of

human difference—ethnic, religious, racial, sexual, political, class and devel-

oped ability—differences that we now confront in the daily course of life.

The family, for example, is experiencing unprecedented change. Inter-

marriages between people of different racial, ethnic, and religious back-

grounds have brought United States diversities literally to the dinner

table—and to all the family events and religious celebrations that must

enact and express familial connections. The heightened visibility of mem-

bers of the gay and lesbian communities has further transformed many ex-

tended families into fragile alliances among people whose love motivates the

struggle to understand one another.

CHAPTER FOUR

DIVERSITY AND INEQUALITY:
DEMOCRACY’S PAINFUL FAILURES

DIVERSITY
AS DAILY CHALLENGE
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Increasingly, the workplace is also a site that includes a wide range of

people. Colleagues have to work harder to understand the perspectives,

responses and assumptions of co-workers from many different societal

and cultural contexts. Cultural knowledge and sensitivity have become

job skills, essential and yet exercised in contexts of chronic uncertainty.

Our campuses also include a wider range of people, providing for sig-

nificant percentages of students an experience of heterogeneity more

intense and demanding than anything they have known in their previ-

ous, often homogeneous, schools and communities. If community is cen-

tral to education as it is to democracy, then students and their educa-

tors, too, need to acquire the skills necessary for learning in a pluralistic

community.

Families, workplaces, campuses—these have become the testing grounds

for contemporary diversity. They are sites of intercultural negotiation, a nat-

ural and daily curriculum demanding knowledge both of our diversities and

our divisions, and the willingness and ability to communicate across them.

At the same time, these meeting places are also invaluable sources of national

learning, establishing spaces where individuals discover personally com-

pelling reasons to make the effort that negotiation across differences

inescapably requires.

Just as there are individual tales of American diversity, there are also pub-

lic stories, stories that guide consciousness powerfully and often impercep-

tibly. As with any other narrative, public stories challenge us to ask how the

story is framed. Who are the tellers and listeners? What is included? What

is omitted? What have been the interpretations of the narratives? What are

the sources of these narratives and their meanings? What can we learn from

attention to the multiple presentations?

For many, the country’s history has been and continues to be the proud

story of immigrants who came as economic, political, and religious refugees,

often fleeing poverty, starvation, war and conscription, persecution or even

genocide. For those who hold this view, there is great resonance in the idea

of the United States as a beautiful mosaic, or a brightly colored tapestry

woven from the threads of many heritages and human stories.

For others, especially those with financial resources, diversity is part of

American abundance. Eating at a Thai restaurant on Friday night, shopping

at the local Pier l import store on Saturday morning, sipping French Veuve

Clicquot champagne on Saturday evening while listening to the blues reper-

toire of Billie Holiday—all these constitute daily experiences of appreciating

(and consuming) diversity.

Seen in still another light, especially in educational and other idea-driven

settings, diversity is about the representation of different points of view, on

a playing field that is envisioned as level. Just as television news magazines,

in the name of objective journalism, juxtapose liberal and conservative com-

mentators, Republicans and Democrats, left and right, men and women, so

too persons committed to an effectively contextual view of diversity imag-
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ine this republic as a rich cornucopia of races, regions, and religions that must

each be represented.

The problem with each of these diversity narratives is that they celebrate cul-
tural manifestations of social differentiation in a vacuum, with insufficient at-
tention to historical context and without an exploration of the underlying struc-
tures of inequality that generate the recognition of human difference. The
American mosaic is in truth formed from materials of different luster and

size. Small rich pieces are laid beside large poor ones. Life in the United

States, when all its peoples and all its ways of life are considered together, is

one of profound inequalities, of splendor and squalor situated side by side.

Envisioning the American tapestry seldom prompts questions about the

underlying woof and warp of power relationships that constitute the fabric

of our republic. The voices of all Americans are never heard as equal nor do

they have the same power to represent. The “objective” balance sought in

the media and intellectual communities inevitably privileges power centers

and powerful figures, even when effort is made to include the views of the

dispossessed.

As members of the American Commitments National Panel, we believe

that we cannot move forward as a republic until Americans confront the

power relations on which social differentiation in our society is founded.

The presumption that all groups meet on a level playing field obscures en-

tirely both the contours of our history and the contexts in which many

Americans live their lives.

The United States has been formed not only by immigrants who sought

to come here but by the military conquest of indigenous peoples and the in-

voluntary importation of African slaves and indentured servants who

formed a subjugated caste, deprived of the liberties on which the country

prided itself. During the nineteenth century, the United States was extended

through the forceful conquest of territories and populations claimed by

France, Mexico, Russia, and Spain and through the extensive recruitment

of cheap immigrant labor.

The diversity of peoples, cultures, and ways of life we now recognize in

the United States was thus forged in part through the violence of conquest

and coercion, and consolidated through territorial dispossession and eco-

nomic and political domination. The power relations established through

these processes figure to this day in shaping the hierarchies and asymme-

tries that characterize contemporary American diversity. The class inequal-

ities and status distinctions that we recognize today are scarcely random, nor

do they reflect “natural” results of unequal intrinsic merit. Class inequali-

ties and status distinctions perpetuate earlier patterns of political and eco-

nomic domination. These hard legacies of United States history are mani-

fested daily in contemporary experiences of prejudice, discrimination, and

unequal participation in the larger society.

Diversity, then, is not only the recognition of differences, but the recog-

nition of those differences as rooted in power relationships which them-

selves are often opaque. While some political leaders and scholars worry

Life in the United States,
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that the “coloring” of America is undermining the European cultural roots

behind United States democracy, it is rather, this Panel believes, the con-

trasts between the aspirations of the American creed and persistent expe-

riences of dramatic inequality that pose the largest threat to the country’s

civic fabric.

The tragedy is that these histories and their legacies are scarcely known

outside the immediate communities which suffered dispossession and po-

litical discrimination. Too many educated Americans are almost entirely ig-

norant of the events that so profoundly shaped these inequalities. Few out-

side minority communities have more than a vague sense of the structured

inequities some Americans encounter daily: in their search for jobs, homes,

education; even in differential prices quoted for automobiles, credit, insur-

ance. For many within a specific community, there is ignorance of their own

history and that of others, often resulting in group isolation rather than a

nuanced view of differences and similarities.

Scholars have been at work for decades recovering the history and topog-

raphy of American inequalities. The study-dialogues we propose in this re-

port can help the republic learn them—and understand their significance.

But understanding is only the beginning of the dialogue. The essential next

question for United States democracy is what citizens are willing to do to

change the inequalities embedded in the national landscape. Where do we

want to go as a society? How do citizens respond to the widening gap be-

tween rich and poor that now characterizes the United States trajectory?

How do communities redress the experiences of prejudice and marginaliza-

tion that are the legacy of our diversity histories? What can we learn from

the creativities that marginalized communities exhibit as they support their

members in the face of societal hostilities and incomprehensions?

Of all the sources of unequal power in the United States, race is the razor

that most brutally cuts and divides. W. E. B. Du Bois told us in 1903 that

“the problem of the twentieth century is the problem of the color-line.”

Nearly one hundred years later, on the verge of becoming a multichromatic

society, the United States has still not resolved the issue of color. Racial di-

vides corrode the aspirations of this democracy, providing the most incisive

evidence of our need to think in new ways about the role of collectivities—

inherited, chosen, and imposed—within the larger society.

Michael Omi and Howard Winant observe in Racial Formation in the
United States (1994) that this country is torn between contending impulses

when addressing race: “There is a continuous temptation to think of race as

an essence, as something fixed, concrete, and objective. And there is also an

opposite temptation: to imagine race as a mere illusion, a purely ideological
construct which some ideal non-racist order would eliminate.”

Both these interpretations—the essentialist and the illusory—figure

prominently, if contradictorily, in contemporary discourse. Richard Her-

rnstein and Charles Murray’s The Bell Curve (1994), which imagines race

as a physical state with measurable cognitive consequences, was treated as
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a major publishing event when it appeared, instantly becoming a bestseller.

But even as The Bell Curve suggests public policies which assume specific

racial inequalities in perpetuity, public figures throughout the country are

proclaiming that it is time to abandon race- (and gender-) conscious affir-

mative action programs in favor of color-blind public policies or “fairness.”

Despite their widespread acceptance in our popular discourse, neither

essentialist nor color-blind conceptions of race can withstand serious

scrutiny. The essentialist view is largely discounted by scientists, as we

might readily anticipate when we recall that, according to traditional cat-

egorizing, “white” women in mixed relationships can and do give birth to

“black” children, but the reverse is never true.

Biologists have concluded, after two centuries of determined effort to

classify “races” in a pyramid that invariably placed Caucasians at the top,

that the project was always analysis in the service of ideology. Stephen Jay

Gould reminds us that differentiation among Homo sapiens is of rather
recent origin (only tens of thousands of years old) and rather astonishingly

small. “Although frequencies for different states of a gene differ among

races,” Gould notes in The Mismeasure of Man (1981), “we have found no
‘race genes’—that is, states fixed in certain races and absent from all oth-

ers.” Other biologists have found that variations in blood type are far

greater within a given group than between groups.

But if race is not a description of biological distinctions, that scarcely

means it is an illusion. Americans are powerfully divided, not by biology,

but by racialization, that specific form of thinking by which human dif-

ferences such as color come to be seen as socially significant and deter-

minative.

In American history, racialization has worked to associate skin pigmen-

tation with inferiority, subordination, marginalization, and powerlessness.

While societies have always classified and stigmatized outsiders, the con-

cepts of “race” and “races” were not significantly differentiated from the

related ideas of “heathen” and “savage” until Europeans first began the era

of explorations, conquests, and enslavements that organized the modern

world. Historians have argued, in fact, that the concept of “race” came fully

into its own only when large numbers of people eventually began to chal-

lenge the morality of slavery (Fields 1982). Decades of “scientific” studies

then proposed classifications that demonstrated the “natural” bases of

“racial” hierarchies.

Far from describing objective reality, therefore, racial categories mar-

shaled social prejudice to justify the appropriation of labor in contexts of

slavery and subjugation that affected public, social, and domestic hierar-

chies. The appropriations were culturally rationalized first through reli-

gious and then through scientific discourses on the ordained nature of the

imposed inferiority. The process of racialization continues to this day in,

for example, the contemporary debate on welfare. The issue is often dis-

torted as a problem of minority communities, when in fact 39 percent of

welfare recipients are white.

Of all the sources
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With the elaboration of race as a concept, differences in skin color were

used to classify people into categories that were deemed measures of a per-

son’s innate mental, behavioral, and psychological capacities. When Gonzalo

Fernandez de Oviedo first described the American Indians in the early

1500s, he saw them as “naturally lazy and vicious, melancholic, cowardly,

and in general a lying, shiftless people.” American Indian women were cat-

egorized as “Squaws,” a crude term of sexual reference. Similarly disparag-

ing words appeared in the American lexicon to rationalize discrimination

against African slaves in the 1700s, to demonize and demean those Mexi-

cans and American Indians conquered during western territorial expansion

in the nineteenth century, to stigmatize Irish, Italian, Polish, and Jewish im-

migrants in the 1890s and, in our own time, to incite panic about the hordes

of illegal “aliens” clandestinely crossing the border from Mexico into the

United States.

The constructed and malleable quality of the racial categories recognized

in the United States becomes transparent as soon as we look to the experi-

ences of those crossing borders from other societies to our own. Witness the

consternation of the upper-class Jamaican for whom skin color in her origi-

nal country is a superfluous fact. On emigrating to the United States, she

immediately becomes black—and subject to all the prejudicial associations at-

tached to the category. The Chinese merchant, the Thai computer engineer,

the Cambodian peasant, clearly separated by class and religion in their na-

tive countries, and easily distinguishable by national traits on their conti-

nent, in the United States become lumped together and marked by skin

color, eye shape, and hair texture as Asian and non-white. The power dy-

namics that underlie such erasures and imposed recategorization are evident

too in the European creation of American Indians. The word Indian was in-

vented to describe those conquered pre-Columbian populations that once

lived in complex stratified societies. Calling all these populations “Indian”

leveled the old orders of nobility, of lords and warrior castes, as well as the

distinctions among nations, reducing all to the common status of a van-

quished colonial subject.

Fallacious though these racial categories are as descriptions of any objec-

tive biological or social distinctions, this Panel believes it is delusional to

imagine that we can simply eliminate by decree the consequences of the

racial categories invented in this country. The patterned social relations cre-

ated by these impositions have powerfully shaped memory and psyches on

all sides of our color lines. Racial categories have placed specific peoples

within imposed groups, erased—or in the case of gender, disrupted and re-

shaped—particularities within these groups and situated the groups in sub-

ordinate relations to the rest of the society. Even though many have man-

aged to escape the starkest consequences of these United States color lines,

the majority have not. Economically, persons of color are subjected still to

subordinate housing, inferior schooling, marginal occupations and less ade-
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quate health care. Psychologically, United States persons of color, the marked

bearers of “diversity,” are constantly aware that whatever their economic suc-

cess, racialization imposes a form of marginalization and discrimination in

a society that still defines “white” and “Euro-American” as norms.

Nor are the corrosive consequences of racialization restricted to commu-

nities of color. The asymmetrical relations created by racialization in the

United States are manifest in thousands of different ways. Long centuries of

racial domination established the American identity as “white,” the nega-

tion of racial otherness. From politics to business to the governance systems

of colleges and universities, normative institutions were those established

by the “white community,” which had no incentives to take account of other

groups’ preferences or traditions in establishing institutional practices and

arrangements. These developments conferred myriad forms of white privi-

lege which are invisible to most who enjoy them—but overwhelmingly ap-

parent to all who are not white. Racial hierarchies thus formed economically

stratified, gendered, and highly sexualized social relations of opposition and

unease, anger, and guilt, which beset us still, even when there is a wish to

change them.

There has been much discussion in educational circles—liberal and con-

servative alike—that higher education needs to reinvent a core curriculum

that will explore humanistic inheritances, traditions, and aspirations. We on

the American Commitments National Panel believe that the transformative

aspirations of democracy and the legacies of race and racialization constitute

a central theme in any curriculum for United States democratic and cultural

pluralism. Until these juxtapositions are confronted widely and from multi-

ple points of view, the country will lack the knowledge it needs to move for-

ward towards the creation of an inclusive and just society.
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Adams Morgan Day—Multicultural Community in Washington, D.C.: In a city sharply di-

vided along racial and class lines, the Adams Morgan neighborhood stands out for its extraordi-

nary racial, cultural, and economic diversity. Located in the center of the nation’s capital, Adams

Morgan is home to Washington’s growing Latino community, to African Americans and whites

both affluent and poor, and to gays and lesbians; it receives immigrants and visitors from literally

every part of the world. This picture taken at the annual Adams Morgan Day Festival captures

the exuberance that is part of public experience in Adams Morgan.

In its racial, group, and class complexity, Adams Morgan turns the black-white binary of stan-

dard U.S. racial analysis into a multifaceted kaleidoscope. But if Adams Morgan represents a space

of intercultural possibility in an American city, it also shows how much work is needed to turn

such spaces into centers of connection and collaboration. Neighbors banded together to reclaim

a once elegant park from drug dealers and make it a gathering ground for multiethnic commu-

nity. But Latinos and Asian Americans in Adams Morgan often perceive themselves excluded

from both the black and white power centers and negotiation that govern the nation’s capital. Po-

litical tensions in 1992 between Latinos and the police led to multiracial urban disruptions in

nearby Mount Pleasant which spilled over into Adams Morgan.

Chicana feminist Gloria Anzaldúa has written eloquently in both prose and poetry of the pain

as well as the possibility of living in the kind of psychological border space that communities like

Adams Morgan prefigure:

To survive the Borderlands

you must live sin fronteras
be a crossroads.

sin fronteras—without borders
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Borderlands are physically present wherever two or more cultures edge
each other, where people of different races occupy the same territory,
where under, lower, middle and upper classes touch, where the space

between two individuals shrinks with intimacy.
—Gloria Anzaldúa

W
e have stressed the invidious discriminations and marginalizations

that pattern diversity in United States society because they comprise

for many Americans framing narratives with which the country’s de-

mocratic aspirations must come to terms. The nation cannot simply celebrate

diversity; it must recognize and redress the costs exacted for identification with

particular forms of diversity.

Yet it is equally important to recognize that the disparate histories

and legacies that comprise United States diversity are constructive, not

merely divisive. In particular, they have created multiple communities

of identification and affiliation which have been and continue to be a

richly transformative resource for the renewal of United States democ-

racy. As the academy works to cultivate a fuller understanding of the

histories that shape this society, it must also foster a dialogue about the

ways multiple United States cultures and communities can engage one

another in a shared commitment to fulfill the ethical and human

promise of the American creed.

We recognize, of course, that this view of our multiple cultures and

communities runs counter to a widespread fear that cultural diversity

will beget balkanization, the “disuniting of America.” These fears over-

look, this Panel believes, the generative role that disparate cultural com-

munities play both for the individual and for the body politic.

If we examine our personal and societal histories we see that our democ-

racy draws strength, humanity, and continual impetus for democratic re-

newal from the vitality and the demands of its diverse and intersecting com-

munities. Our personal social reality is that each of us develops a sense of

self and selfhood in small communities, in networks of families, friends,

neighbors, colleagues. As human beings, each of us must have a place, tra-

ditions, webs of associations to which we centrally and vitally belong, where

we are readily recognized, where we do not have to explain each aspect of

our selves, our histories, our idiosyncrasies, our standpoints. These particu-

lar communities of affiliation, whether ethnic, religious, or based on other

connections, guide our vision and form our values. They introduce us to mu-

tuality, obligation, and justice—or their absence—as concrete experiences

rather than as abstract ideas.
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Communities play this role in society, a role so profound that with-

out them, there is neither meaning nor understanding. Those commu-

nities that coalesce around marginalized difference assume an addi-

tional responsibility. They both provide the nurturance and support

characteristic of all communities and also create necessary safe spaces.

Lesbians, gays, and bisexuals, whose sexual feelings and behavior many

in the larger society view as a threat, fight discrimination and prejudice

by creating communities of affection. African Americans eager to save

their communities from annihilation have extended history so that it

does not begin with their dehumanization as slaves bound for the Amer-

icas, but in African societies of complexity and richness. Chicanas have

reached back to 1519 to identify the union of Doña Marina, a Mayan

noblewoman, with Hernán Cortés as the historical moment that gave

birth to mestizaje, that social and cultural mixing of European and

American Indian which made a new kind of people.

Attachment to and identification with one’s affectional, racial or eth-

nic community is not a f light from the larger American community and

from those common aspirations that bind us as a republic. On the con-

trary, the widespread search for roots and ancestry in this country is a

desire to recuperate and restore to history those experiences of com-

munion that once attached to kith and kin. Belonging to particular com-

munities is an intrinsic part of our American heritage. If this country’s

many communities of affiliation were thus understood and valued, our

notions of difference might then come to ref lect more clearly the com-

plexity of the American mosaic.

But community is not experienced primarily in the form of easily de-

finable and essentially homogeneous groups. Recognizing the human

significance of our multiple United States communities does not drive

us to a conception of society as a federation of balkanized cultures.

Often what may look to outsiders like a homogeneous group—Jews,

Japanese Americans, the Christian Right—is itself richly and sometimes

unsettlingly diverse. Boundaries are permeable and the differences

within are complex. While individuals may think of themselves as part

of a distinct community, they are often aware that the larger identifi-

cation in which they find comfort, purpose, and pride is made up of di-

versities with which they may or may not identify.

Moreover, very few of us belong to only one community. The same

complexity that characterizes particular communities also exists within

each of us as individuals. In refusing to separate her gender from her

race, Patricia Hill Collins (1990) reminds us that we are “both/and.”

This is yet another dimension of communality that requires exploration

within the academy and within society. This “diversity within” can en-

hance our capacities to cross boundaries, sustain common commit-

ments, and expand our understanding when we fully attend to the in-

tricate negotiations necessary in the face of intersecting differences. But

these capacities are not easily or automatically developed. The experi-
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ences and arts of “border crossings” are topics that deserve much fuller

exploration.

Turned in yet another way, the role of communities in the United

States has a negative side. This too requires a more searching engage-

ment, both on campus and in the larger society. The two criteria for a

healthy community, Dewey has noted, are the number and variety of in-

terests that hold it together, and its relationship to other communities

(1960). According to this definition, many of our communities are

healthy centers of cultural sharing and mutual support as well as places

of empowerment. But still others are dysfunctional, sheltering attitudes

and behaviors destructive to the participants and often to the larger so-

ciety. Consider, for example, the Skinheads, who find community in acts

of violence towards gays and Jews. Such groups serve as breeding

grounds for the worst kind of intolerance.

Dysfunctional groups are a ref lection, in microcosm, of the larger

problem of diversity in this nation. Just as a single community degen-

erates into destructiveness, so also diversity within the larger entity can

become a source of inequity and injustice, when some groups abrogate

to themselves the position of the “one,” and relegate the rest to that of

disadvantaged and inferior “others.” It is precisely this process of dise-

quilibrium that has vitiated our democracy in the past and which threat-

ens to do so again now, in the contemporary manifestation of “culture

wars.” Therefore, we bring this report to a close with a sketch of a new

vision of the communalities that can emerge from the generative inter-

sections of democracy and diversity. The vision is by its very nature

utopian. It is deliberately a sketch, not a blueprint. But we propose it

here as a direction our campus and community study-dialogues can

fruitfully explore.

We propose, then, that it is time to explore as a people a vision of

democracy which is not so much new as it is a recommitment to the as-

pirations inherent in the American creed, ideals that we have always

held but which must be rethought continually in the face of new chal-

lenges. We need to recognize more fully and more effectively the com-

plexities and limitations of freedom in a society where the individual

simultaneously stands alone and connects and reconnects with others.

We are calling for, in effect, a vision of relational pluralism where free-

dom means that the individual and society are inextricably linked in a

range of possibilities and limitations.

In this vision, we recognize that each of us belongs to multiple com-

munities, so that connections both intersect and frequently contradict.

It is when the frictions generated by the contradictions within and

among groups arise that both the society and the individual must be

ready to respond democratically. The society calls upon those political

structures that already exist, and when they fail, recreates them or cre-

ates new structures. But individuals must be educated too, in the prin-
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In this vision of relational
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ciples, knowledge, and capacities that support the processes of democ-

ratic community-building. These capacities include the arts necessary to

interact with those who differ from us with what might be called (once

this word is stripped of its more mundane and superficial connotations)

democratic manners.
Walt Whitman associated manners with “the highest forms of inter-

action” among people. The Latin word for manners is “mos,” from

which comes our word, “mores.” Democratic mores demand democratic

manners. The English word “manners” itself is derived from the Latin

word that means hand, “manus.” The use of the handshake is a useful

metaphor for manners in general. To extend the hand for a handshake

is a necessity in some cultures, an oddity or an offense in others. Citi-

zens of a diverse democracy need to know whether, when, and how to

shake hands. That is, they need to be adept in those practices and dis-

positions—manners—toward others that enable them to discharge their

duties as neighbors, within and across communities.

In this vision of relational pluralism, each person must be prepared

to venture out of the comfort zone of one community into what all too

often nowadays is like the area Mary Louise Pratt (1990) has, at the

level of international encounters, called the “contact zone…the space in

which peoples geographically and historically separated come into con-

tact with each other and establish ongoing relations.” While contact

zones have historically been spheres of inequity and coercion, our task

in a democracy is to turn these borderlands into spaces of mutuality, re-

spectful encounters, and collaborative problem-solving. Developing and

learning the democratic manners that can transform “contact zones” is

essential to the future of our society. Only insofar as we become adept

at negotiating differences within and among our American circles can

the commonwealth not only embrace its complexity, but also under-

stand that doing so is a necessity.

Democratic communality envisioned in this way is not ethnocentric.

Rather, ours is a nation of many communities which function as multi-

ple and overlapping circles linked by their citizenship, their aspiration

to democratic ideals, and their pursuit of happiness within those ideals.

In this vision, the marker for ethnic identity is just that: a marker, a

modifier, an adjective. The Chinese American, the Italian American, the

Jewish American, the African American, then, are kinds of Americans,

the bearers of disparate legacies but respectful of and even ready to

learn from one another’s traditions and wisdom. Differences are no

longer deficits, but rather resources to build upon together, or contra-

dictions to be negotiated.

Dialogue becomes absolutely critical to this generative, relational

democracy, and the civic culture becomes not simply a political process,

or a marketplace of competing interests, but rather one that seeks de-

liberatively to ref lect and address the aspirations, needs, and realities

of all of its citizens. Democratic manners develop as we engage in the
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difficult dialogues between disparate community ideals and identify

points of intersection in community experiences, aspirations, needs,

successes, and failures. In this vision, we recognize that engagement

across differences is inherent in the moral democratic creed upon which

this nation was founded. We embrace, rather than reject, the differences

that were unacknowledged, deliberately ignored and suppressed, or not

yet present at the founding of this nation. In so doing, we free the vi-

sion of the founders from a limited ethnocentrism that belied their lofty

aspirations from the beginning.

Our task for the third centennial of this nation is to learn about the

full range of American peoples, to reengage, across our communities,

the meaning and potential of American principles and to develop new

forms of democratic manners. We must seek social equality and respect

for the individual within the community; we must also recognize the

complexity of the nation and seek social equality and respect for the va-

riety of communities within the nation.

Our pluralism challenges every American to strive to understand the

values, memories, and mementos of each community, to hear the voices

of the powerless and the powerful, and everyone in between, with equal

resonance, and to understand that we belong to multiple communities

simultaneously. As we ignite anew the republic’s democratic creed and

the ideals it shapes of a just society, and try to do so for the diverse cit-

izenry of the contemporary United States, we must develop a deeper un-

derstanding of communities. Ultimately, understanding communities

will recast our conceptions of the individual, so that we come to see in-

dividuals as formed in, attached to, and supported by communities—

rather than as purely autonomous beings. We are, after all, a people

bound together by common problems to be solved. We must move to-

ward an understanding of community intersections, of profound inter-

dependence, and of our continuing need for one another’s experiences

and contributions.

This is the opportunity and the challenge that diversity in our democ-

racy presents to us. It points us toward a level ground on which to meet,

a meeting ground on which to speak, a fertile ground on which to plant

and reap.
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Diversity and College Learning: The dialogue about campus diversity often presupposes a

straightforward choice between assimilation and balkanization. Either minority students assimi-

late to a single, encompassing culture in which differences disappear, the arguments seem to sug-

gest, or the campus becomes a collection of self-segregated groups whose separation from one an-

other defeats the purpose of fostering diversity.

In two separately published reports, Liberal Learning and the Arts of Connection for the New
Academy (forthcoming) and American Pluralism and the College Curriculum (1995), AAC&U’s

American Commitments initiative challenges this dichotomy, calling for education that is

“both/and.” In a world that is multicultural and multiperspectival, an education of quality helps

students experience, comprehend, and develop the possibilities in diversity and pluralism.

Higher education should help students explore the sources and complexities of their own iden-

tities, the American Commitments reports propose. Such exploration is a traditional and legiti-

mate goal of college learning. But students should also be expected to discover and engage, ex-

perientially and conceptually, the histories and perspectives of others. Students should study, at

a sophisticated level, the democratic aspirations, principles, and histories that frame the contem-

porary context for negotiating difference. And they should practice, throughout their education,

arts of translation, negotiation, and reconceptualization.

The goal, as the present report proposes, is to educate graduates who will become active par-

ticipants in the American narrative without the false hope of easy resolution, but with the sus-

tained commitment to work toward a society in which democratic aspirations become democra-

tic justice, and diversity becomes a means of forging deeper unity.

(Photo: Chatham College students, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.)



Education…like democracy,
is always in the making,

forever incomplete, founded in possibilities.
—Maxine Greene

T
hroughout this report, we have urged our colleagues in the higher edu-

cation community to initiate a new era of broad-based learning and in-

clusive dialogue about the United States as a democracy both enacted

and tested through its diverse communities.1

Our common goals, we repeat, should be to deepen public and campus

knowledge of United States diversity histories, to reengage with democratic

aspirations as a moral compass for this country’s intersecting communities,

and to commit ourselves with new seriousness—as educators and as citizens—

to the still-elusive goal of meaningful equality for every American.

How do we address these goals in practice? We propose that our campuses

acknowledge a double obligation:

1. To create new opportunities—which we term “American Commitments Com-

munity Seminars”—for both public and campus learning about the United

States as a diverse democracy; and

2. To commit our institutions to the task of making our campuses inclusive ed-

ucational environments in which all participants are equally welcome, equally

valued, and equally heard.
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1. Many institutions acted on the following detailed recommendations in the years since this re-

port was first released. In addition, campus leaders and faculty members may find useful next-

step recommendations in the report Making a Real Difference with Diversity: A Guide to In-
stitutional Change by Alma R. Clayton-Pederson, et. al., published by AAC&U in 2007. See

also A Crucible Moment: College Learning and Democracy’s Future, which will be released in

2012. Shaped by a National Taskforce on Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement, this

plan for national action builds from two decades of diversity work on campus.



For both the public and the campus dimensions of this work, we empha-

size three fundamental commitments: (a) the strengthening of both campus

and public capacity to hear and nourish different voices; (b) an engagement

in conversations of respect with hitherto excluded and/or marginalized

peoples on a leveled meeting ground in which all participate as equals; and

(c) a commitment to ask how we as intelligent and caring citizens not only

talk but also walk the challenge of the American experiment with pluralist

democracy.

In the final sections of this report, we explore ways that colleges and uni-

versities can translate these obligations and commitments into designs for a

new generation of public and campus learning.

As educators, we are mindful that the concept of life-long learning applies

not just to individuals but to educational institutions and to the nation it-

self. Dewey (1963a) taught that the aim of life-long learning is to foster our

capacity to envision a more just society and to increase justice in our daily

private and public lives. This teaching holds rich meaning for the contem-

porary role of colleges and universities in the larger society. Today, the

United States is experiencing a defining moment in its own growth and ma-

turity as a pluralistic society. This society as a whole confronts a new learn-

ing challenge that requires all of us to unlearn previous ways of thinking

about and living with one another and to newly learn more productive and

generative ways of connecting across our diversities.

In this context, our educational institutions have an extraordinary op-

portunity and we believe an obligation to create what Maxine Greene (1988)

has called “an authentic public space: a space of dialogue and possibility.”

The dialogue that should take place in such spaces, Greene suggests, requires

“a special form of critical thinking…a powerful vision and reflection born of

an awareness of a world lived in common with others.”

This Panel recommends that our 3,300 campuses literally make themselves
such “authentic public spaces,” providing a physical forum for understanding
of both diversity and democracy to connect and enlarge. Our campuses have
already made a commitment to diversity, intellectual and societal. Let us

now make a further commitment to create common meeting grounds for

public learning about the strengths and failures that characterize United

States diversity and for public dialogue about the enlargement of democra-

tic vision to encompass a richer range of American possibilities.
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In proposing this vision of our campuses as a “meeting ground” for Amer-

ican pluralism, we do not suggest that participants come together to deter-

mine what “we” hold in common. Such efforts are too often experienced as

silencing, or exclusionary by those whom the dialogue most needs to hear.

Rather we propose that what we call “Community Seminars” should bring

participants together as learners: ready to study, to discuss, to reconceive—

and in the doing, to enlarge one another’s visions of American democracy

for all who live here.

The range of new learning that can be addressed through such public and

campus study-dialogues is extensive. This entire report sketches a curricu-

lum for community learning, and we hope that colleges and universities will

use these pages as a point of departure for study and dialogue.

But of course, these pages are only a point of departure. Community Sem-

inars should also address diversity histories, examining the experiences of

and intersections among specific groups within the region served by the col-

lege or university, building knowledge of those who are there but neither

seen nor heard. Community Seminars can also be thematic: studying, in

ways that are meaningful to the participants, issues of race, ethnicity, class,

gender roles, religion, immigration, poverty, economic opportunity, social

power and the rich range of connections among such topics.

Ideally, the Community Seminars should engage issues of principle: equal-

ity, opportunity, recognition, belonging, tolerance, reciprocity, conscience,

justice, participatory democracy and again, the connections among such top-

ics. What have these values meant in our experience? What might they

mean in communities yet to be created?

And surely these Community Seminars should address daily experience:

the ways that participants now respond to unsettling difference; the ways we

might more fruitfully respond to the varieties of difference that people our

worlds.

Whatever the organization of themes and content, we encourage every

such Community Seminar to address the challenges and possibilities of in-

tersecting American communities, seeking to envision together a country

that is neither homogenous nor balkanized but richly and variously sup-

portive of all its communities and all its citizens.

As they provide leadership for new learning about diversity, democracy

and community in American life, we suggest that college and university lead-

ers hold in mind the following precepts:
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l. Begin at home. Engage in preliminary study-dialogues involving faculty, staff
and students. Involve scholars and other knowledgeable leaders who can help

shape new learning about the complexity of United States communities. Use

these early discussions to develop preliminary framings of diversity and

democracy questions that are especially significant given the particular mis-

sions and commitments of the campus, discover the knowledge bases and

community resources available to explore the questions and establish a feasi-

ble plan for undertaking cooperative efforts with members of the larger com-

munity.

2.Identify and work with a range of community partners. Campus lead-
ers should work collaboratively with designated “public” colleagues to shape

mutually acceptable topical agendas for the Community Seminars that illu-

minate the histories, aspirations, and democratic potentials especially signifi-

cant to community participants. The range of partners and the quality of the

planning should signal a genuine commitment to inclusion and to reciproc-

ity. Those with concerns about diversity ought to be as welcome at the table

as those who seek to enlarge public understanding of diversity. The point of

democratic dialogue is to work through difference, not to suppress it.

3.Recognize and support the need for new learning. We have argued

throughout this report that, to move forward as a democracy, Americans need

new knowledge, a fuller understanding of the histories that stand behind con-

temporary debates, a fuller recognition of the diverse peoples who are too

readily lumped together in designated, but artificial, “groups.” The goal for

these recommended Community Seminars is not simply to discuss con-

tentious issues, but rather to learn parts of the American past that were not

taught or insufficiently explored in our schools and colleges. Through such

study, we can enlarge and enrich everyone’s understanding of the contexts

and historical asymmetries out of which contested issues and societal prob-

lems have emerged.
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4.Take time to design effective and mutually respectful seminar
practices. Diverse participation and respectful exchange among participants
is just as important to the proposals offered here as new content and deep-

ened knowledge. So too is space for genuine difference and the conflict that

can accompany it. We suggest, therefore, that campus and community plan-

ners work extensively with their constituencies to shape an effective context

for the Community Seminars, a context that expresses planners’ interest in

revitalizing the traditions of deliberative democracy. Planning should address

ground rules for study and dialogue, dissent, and reconsideration. Leaders

should know how to acknowledge strong feelings, work through conflict, and

turn confrontations into opportunities for reconsideration and deeper un-

derstanding.

5.Resist false dichotomies; embrace both complexity and possibility. In
shaping the seminar content, campus and community leaders should agree to

resist, for the duration of the activity, both the temptation to simply celebrate

diversity and the temptation to view American pluralism in dualistic polari-

ties: unity-balkanization; integration-separation; black-white; just-unjust;

equal-unequal; and the like. This is a complex country, marked by stunning

achievements, destructive failures, and the entire range of experiences in be-

tween. We propose that the seminars focus on generative complexities rather

than polarizing oppositions. Let colleges and universities create 3,300 points

of resistance to the simplistic soundbites that now pass for public dialogue.

6.Make study-dialogue a valued town-gown tradition. Over time, the tra-

ditions of study and dialogue recommended here ought to become a local re-

source. Presidents can shape Community Seminars as retreats for trustees.

Businesses can establish them as learning communities for their employees.

Campuses can incorporate them in open or inexpensive programs of contin-

uing education, as well as the curriculum and co-curriculum. Neighboring in-

stitutions may begin to work together, locally, regionally, even nationally, to

extend the range and impact both of the topics discussed and of the ways in

which the discussion is framed. If we do our work well, the concept of the

campus as a meeting ground for community learning and productive dialogue

about important issues will take root, enriching and enlarging public under-

standing of the educational mission of colleges and universities in a democ-

ratic society.
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Higher education can support these forms of public learning with integrity, of

course, only if our campuses are themselves truly inclusive of—and engaged in

learning through—diverse perspectives and diverse peoples. United States col-

leges and universities, this Panel believes, have extensive work to do to create

educational communities that in their missions and intellectual, curricular, and

organizational framings reflect the complexity of our intersecting circles or the

possibilities of the democratic quest. To move forward in this work, we must

therefore resist efforts to impose upon our campuses premises or decisions that

would undo higher education’s commitment to reverse the legacies of segrega-

tion and make our institutions effectively inclusive. Few of our campuses have

yet managed to provide a full experience of equity for students of every back-

ground. Yet the effort to do so is basic to fulfillment of their intellectual mis-

sion. To be superb, each community of learners must—in ways appropriate to its

mission—challenge the human tendency for like to seek mainly like, and thereby

constrain the sum of possible wisdom. Diversity within a community makes

easy acceptance of any particular assertion less likely—and so stretches and en-

larges that question for understanding, which is the university’s ultimate oblig-

ation.

Four separate reports from this Panel address different aspects of the di-

versity and educational challenges confronting American higher education.

These reports make specific recommendations about goals for liberal learn-

ing in a diverse democracy, and about curricular, pedagogical, and

institutional practices that establish diversity as a resource for excellence in

American higher education. Collectively, they build on insights and direc-

tions already emerging from our campuses, suggesting ways that we can

recognize and nurture an educational renaissance already in the making.

We bring this report to a close with an overview of the broad themes

addressed in these separate Panel reports:

l. Recognize American campuses as meeting grounds for American
pluralism.We must see ourselves as a common meeting ground for national

learning about diversity. We conceptualize this “meeting ground” not around

shared perspectives, but around agreement to freely come together to study

and discuss and enlarge the meaning of American democracy. Our 3,300 cam-

puses can and should provide a physical forum for the national narrative to

enlarge.

2.Engage the centrality of diversity in higher education’s responsibilities
to democracy.We must take the issues of diversity seriously in order to cre-

ate educational communities that in their missions and intellectual, curricu-

lar, and organizational framings reflect the complexity of the democratic nar-

rative and the obligation to create environments in which all participants are
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equally welcome, equally valued, and equally heard. A commitment to criti-

cal engagement with diversity cannot be successfully taught if it is not suc-

cessfully modeled in our ways of being with one another.

3.Continue and extend our commitment to help students find their own
sources and expressions of self and voice. This requires that we actively
work against the dichotomies of mind and of politics that allow students to

be defined stereotypically as unidimensional rather than multidimensional.

It requires that we assist students in comprehending the sources of their own

identities and understandings and support them in developing the disposi-

tion and the capacity to learn from the insights and experiences of other tra-

ditions.

4.Transform the curriculum so that it acknowledges and prepares stu-
dents for the multiplicity of contemporary society. Every institution

should actively engage in curricular change so that we enrich the curricular

narrative with which our students engage. In this perspective, the multidi-

mensionality of the curriculum is necessary to help students understand

themselves and their peers, their communities of affiliation, the American so-

ciety, and the complexities of a multicultural society, at home and abroad.

5.Learn how to foster human capacities supportive of a diverse democ-
racy.With new levels of awareness and purpose, campuses must take on the

serious task of exploring and fostering the capacities of associated living, the

democratic manners that are essential to the continuous renewal and exten-

sion of democratic and cultural pluralism. We must do this in the recognition

that we are all learning together and that no one yet knows how to create

polities marked by full equality and genuine respectfulness across difference.

Yet these capacities are fundamental to the learner as student and to the

learner as citizen.

6.Confront contradictions and discover their possibilities. We must not

be afraid to help our students and our communities confront the contradic-

tions of their own histories and the history of the American republic. Only

through the realization of our historical and present tensions can we hope to

nurture the development of individuals who will become active participants

in the American narrative without the false hope of easy resolution, but with

the sustained commitment to work toward a society in which democratic as-

pirations become democratic justice, and diversity becomes a means of forg-

ing a deeper unity.
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AAC&U is the leading national association concerned with the quality,

vitality, and public standing of undergraduate liberal education. Its mem-

bers are committed to extending the advantages of a liberal education to

all students, regardless of academic specialization or intended career.

Founded in 1915, AAC&U now comprises more than 1,200 member in-

stitutions—including accredited public and private colleges and universi-

ties of every type and size.

AAC&U functions as a catalyst and facilitator, forging links among

presidents, administrators, and faculty members who are engaged in in-

stitutional and curricular planning. Its mission is to reinforce the collec-

tive commitment to liberal education at both the national and local lev-

els and to help individual institutions keep the quality of student learning

at the core of their work as they evolve to meet new economic and social

challenges.

Information about AAC&U membership, programs, and publications

can be found at www.aacu.org.
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